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Abstract
This paper describes an algorithm which computes the characteristic polynomial of a matrix over
a field within the same asymptotic complexity, up to constant factors, as the multiplication of two
square matrices. Previously, this was only achieved by resorting to genericity assumptions or
randomization techniques, while the best known complexity bound with a general deterministic
algorithm was obtained by Keller-Gehrig in 1985 and involves logarithmic factors. Our algorithm
computes more generally the determinant of a univariate polynomial matrix in reduced form,
and relies on new subroutines for transforming shifted reduced matrices into shifted weak Popov
matrices, and shifted weak Popov matrices into shifted Popov matrices.
Keywords: Characteristic polynomial, polynomial matrices, determinant, fast linear algebra.

1. Introduction
The last five decades witnessed a constant effort towards computational reductions of linear
algebra problems to matrix multiplication. It has been showed that most classical problems are
not harder than multiplying two square matrices, such as matrix inversion, LU decomposition,
nullspace basis computation, linear system solving, rank and determinant computations, etc. [7]
[25] [8, Chap. 16]. In this context, one major challenge stands out: designing a similar reduction
to matrix multiplication for the computation of characteristic polynomials and related objects
such as minimal polynomials and Frobenius forms. For the characteristic polynomial, significant
progress was achieved by Keller-Gehrig [31], and more recently by Pernet and Storjohann [39]
who solved the problem if one allows randomization. This paper closes the problem by providing
a deterministic algorithm with the same asymptotic complexity as matrix multiplication.
The characteristic polynomial of a square matrix over a field K, say M ∈ Km×m , is defined as
det(xIm − M). Specific algorithms exist for sparse or structured matrices; here we consider the
classical, dense case. In this paper the complexity of an algorithm is measured as an upper bound
on its arithmetic cost, that is, the number of basic field operations it uses to compute the output.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a field. Using a subroutine which multiplies two matrices in Km×m in
O(mω ) field operations for some ω > 2, the characteristic polynomial of a matrix in Km×m can
be computed deterministically in O(mω ) field operations.

Outline. The rest of this introduction gives more details about our framework for complexity
bounds (Section 1.1), summarizes previous work (Section 1.2), describes our contribution on
polynomial matrix determinant computation (Section 1.3), gives an overview of our approach
and of new tools that we designed to avoid logarithmic factors (Sections 1.4 and 1.5), and finally
lists a few perspectives (Section 1.6). Section 2 introduces the notation, main definitions, and
basic properties used in this paper. Then Section 3 presents the main algorithm of this paper along
with a detailed complexity analysis. This algorithm uses two new technical tools described in
Sections 4 and 5: the transformation of reduced forms into weak Popov forms and of weak Popov
forms into Popov forms, in the case of shifted forms.
1.1. Framework for complexity bounds
In this paper, K is any field and we seek upper bounds on the complexity of algorithms which
operate on objects such as matrices and polynomials over K. We consider the arithmetic cost of
these algorithms, i.e. the number of basic operations in K that are used to compute the output
from some input of a given size. The basic operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and inversion in the field, as well as testing whether a given field element is zero.
As already highlighted in Theorem 1.1, in this paper we fix any 2 < ω ≤ 3 as well as any
algorithm which multiplies matrices in Km×m using O(mω ) operations in K: this algorithm is
assumed to be the one used as a black box for all matrix multiplications arising in the algorithms
we design. The current best known cost bounds ensure that any ω > 2.373 is feasible [33].
In practice, one often considers a cubic algorithm with ω = 3 or Strassen’s algorithm with
ω = log2 (7) [47]. Our results hold with the only assumption that 2 < ω ≤ 3.
In the computer algebra literature, this setting is classical and often implicit; we still emphasize it because here, and more generally when one studies the logarithmic factors in the cost
bound of some algorithm, this clarification of how the underlying matrix multiplications are performed is of the utmost importance. Indeed, if one were allowed to use any matrix multiplication
subroutine, then the question of logarithmic factors becomes void: for any exponent ω known to
be feasible at the time of writing, it is known that ω − ε is feasible as well for a sufficiently small
ε > 0; then one might rather rely on this faster subroutine, and apply Keller-Gehrig’s algorithm
to obtain the characteristic polynomial in O(mω−ε log(m)) operations in K, which is in O(mω ).
Similarly, we consider a nondecreasing function d 7→ M(d) and an algorithm which multiplies
two polynomials in K[x] of degree at most d using at most M(d) operations in K; our algorithms
rely on this subroutine for polynomial multiplication. Here d is any nonnegative real number; it
will often be a fraction D/m of positive integers; we assume that M(d) = 1 for 0 ≤ d < 1, so that
M(d) ≥ 1 for all d ≥ 0. To help derive complexity upper bounds, we also consider the following
assumptions Hsl , Hsm , and Hω .
Hsl : 2 M(d) ≤ M(2d) for all d ≥ 1 (superlinearity).
Hsm : M(d1 d2 ) ≤ M(d1 ) M(d2 ) for all d1 , d2 ≥ 0 (submultiplicativity).
Hω : M(d) ∈ O(dω−1− ) for some  > 0.
The first assumption is customary, see e.g. [19, Sec. 8.3]; note that it implies M(d) ≥ d for
all d ≥ 1. The second and last assumptions are commonly made in complexity analyses for
divide and conquer algorithms on polynomial matrices [45, 23]: we refer to [45, Sec. 2] for
further comments on these assumptions. They are satisfied by the cost bounds of polynomial
multiplication algorithms such as the quasi-linear algorithm of Cantor and Kaltofen [9] and, for
suitable fields K, the quasi-linear algorithm of Harvey and van der Hoeven and Lecerf [24],
and most of Toom-Cook subquadratic algorithms [50, 10]. For the latter only Hω might not
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be satisfied, depending on ω and on the number of points used. Note that with the current
estimates having ω > 2.373, an order 5 Toom-Cook multiplication (requiring a field with at least
9 points) has exponent log(9)/ log(5) ≈ 1.365 < ω − 1; thus for such exponents ω all Toom-Cook
algorithms of order 5 or more satisfy all the above assumptions.
Following [45, 23], we also define a function d 7→ M0 (d) related to the cost of divide and
P
conquer methods such as the half-gcd algorithm: M0 (d) = 0≤i≤dlog2 (d)e 2i M(2−i d) for d ≥ 1, and
M0 (d) = 1 for 0 ≤ d ≤ 1. By definition one has M0 (d) ≥ M(d) ≥ 1 for all d ≥ 0, and the identity
M0 (2d) = 2 M0 (d) + M(2d) for d ≥ 1 ensures that M0 (d) is superlinear: 2 M0 (d) ≤ M0 (2d) for
all d ≥ 1. Assuming Hsl yields the asymptotic bound M0 (d) ∈ O(M(d) log(d)) where the log(d)
factor only occurs if a quasi-linear polynomial multiplication is used; in particular, Hsl and Hω
imply M0 (d) ∈ O(dω−1−ε ) for some ε > 0. Furthermore, if one assumes Hsl and Hsm , then M0 (·)
is submultiplicative as well: M0 (d1 d2 ) ≤ M0 (d1 ) M0 (d2 ) for all d1 , d2 ≥ 0.
In what follows we assume that two polynomial matrices in K[x]m×m of degree at most d ≥ 0
can be multiplied in O(mω M(d)) operations in K. This is a very mild assumption: it holds as
soon as M(d) corresponds to one of the above-mentioned polynomial multiplication algorithms,
and it also holds if the chosen matrix multiplication algorithm defining ω supports matrices over
a commutative ring using only the operations {+, −, ×} (so that one can use it to multiply m × m
matrices over K[x]/(x2d+1 )). Note still that this bound O(mω M(d)) is slightly worse than the
best known ones [9, 24]; for example, Cantor and Kaltofen’s algorithm performs polynomial
matrix multiplication in O(mω d log(d) + m2 d log(d) log(log(d))) field operations, which is finer
than the bound O(mω M(d)) with M(d) = Θ(d log(d) log(log(d))) in that case. This simplification
is frequent in the polynomial matrix literature, and it is made here for the sake of presentation,
to improve the clarity of our main complexity results and of the analyses that lead to them.
1.2. Previous work
Previous algorithms based on linear algebra over K for computing the characteristic polynomial of M ∈ Km×m mainly fall in three types of methods.
Traces of powers: combining the traces of the first n powers of the input matrix using the
Newton identities reveals the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Known as the
Faddeev-LeVerrier algorithm, it was introduced in [34], refined and rediscovered in [43,
16, 18], and used in [11] to prove that the problem is in the NC2 parallel complexity class.
Determinant expansion formula: introduced in [41] and improved in [6], this approach does
not involve division, and is therefore well suited for computing over integral domains.
Later developments in this field include [1, 30], the latter reaching the best known cost
bound of O(m2.6973 log(m)c ) ring operations using a deterministic algorithm, for some constant c > 0.
Krylov methods: based on sequences of iterates of vectors under the application of the matrix:
(v, Mv, M2 v, . . .). These methods rely on the fact that the first linear dependency between
these iterates defines a polynomial which divides the characteristic polynomial. Some algorithms construct the Krylov basis explicitly [31, 20, 14], while others can be interpreted
as an implicit Krylov iteration with structured vectors [12, 39].
Methods based on traces of powers use O(m4 ) or O(mω+1 ) field operations, and are mostly competitive for their parallel complexity. Methods based on determinant expansions use O(m4 ) or
O(mω+1 ) field operations and are relevant for division-free algorithms. Lastly, the Krylov methods run in O(m3 ) [12, 14] or O(mω log m) [31] field operations with deterministic algorithms, or
in O(mω ) field operations with the Las Vegas randomized algorithm in [39].
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Note that the characteristic polynomial of M cannot be computed faster than the determinant
of M, since the latter is the constant coefficient of the former. Furthermore, under the model of
computation trees, the determinant of m × m matrices cannot be computed faster than the product
of two m × m matrices [8, Sec. 16.4], a consequence of Baur and Strassen’s theorem [2].
Another type of characteristic polynomial algorithms is based on operations on matrices over
K[x], called polynomial matrices in what follows. Indeed the characteristic polynomial may be
obtained by calling a determinant algorithm on the characteristic matrix xIm − M, which is in
K[x]m×m . Existing algorithms, which accept any matrix in K[x]m×m of degree d as input, include
• the evaluation-interpolation method, which costs O(mω+1 d + m3 M0 (d)) field operations,
requires that the field K is large enough, and mainly relies on the computation of about md
determinants of matrices in Km×m ;
• the algorithm of Mulders and Storjohann [36] based on weak Popov form computation,
which uses O(m3 d2 ) field operations;
• retrieving the determinant as the product of the diagonal entries of the Smith form, itself
computed by a Las Vegas randomized algorithm in O(mω M0 (d) log(m)2 ) field operations
[45, Prop. 41], assuming M0 (d) ∈ O(dω−1 );
• the algorithm based on unimodular triangularization in [32], which is deterministic and
uses O(mω d log(d)a log(m)b ) field operations for some constants a, b ∈ Z>0 .
In the last two items the cost bound is, up to logarithmic factors, the same as the cost of multiplying matrices K[x]m×m of degree d by relying on both fast linear algebra over K and fast arithmetic
in K[x], as showed in [9]. The last two of these cost bounds do involve factors logarithmic in m,
whereas the first two have an exponent on m which exceeds ω.
In summary, the fastest characteristic polynomial algorithms either are randomized or have a
cost a logarithmic factor away from the lower bound. This paper, with Theorem 1.1, bridges this
gap by proposing the first deterministic algorithm with cost O(mω ).
1.3. A more general result: determinant of reduced polynomial matrices
Our algorithm falls within the category of polynomial matrix determinant computation. Yet
unlike the above-listed approaches ours is tailored to a specific family of polynomial matrices,
which contains the characteristic matrix xIm − M: the family of row reduced matrices [52, 29].
Restricting to such matrices provides us with good control of the degrees in computations; as
a typical example, it is easy to predict the degree of a vector-matrix product v(xIm − M) by
observing the degrees in v, without actually computing the product. As we explain below, this
degree control allows us to avoid searches of degree profiles, which would add logarithmic terms
to the cost. Although the characteristic matrix has other properties besides row reducedness (it
has degree 1, and is in Popov form [40] hence column reduced), we do not exploit them.
When appropriate, the average row degree D/m, where D is the sum of the degrees of the rows
of the matrix, is chosen as a measure of the input degree which refines the matrix degree d used
above. This gives cost bounds more sensitive to the input degrees and also, most importantly,
leverages the fact that even if the algorithm starts from a matrix with uniform degrees such as
xIm − M, it may end up handling matrices with unbalanced row degrees in the process.
Theorem 1.2. Assuming Hsl , Hsm , and Hω (hence in particular ω > 2), there is an algorithm
which takes as input a row reduced matrix A ∈ K[x]m×m and computes its determinant using


O mω M0 (D/m) ⊆ O mω M0 deg(A)
operations in K, where D = deg(det(A)) is equal to the sum of the degrees of the rows of A.
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The fact that deg(det(A)) is the sum of row degrees is a consequence of row reducedness [29],
and the cost bound inclusion follows from deg(det(A)) ≤ m deg(A). Taking A = xIm − M for
M ∈ Km×m , Theorem 1.1 is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.2. The only assumption needed in
Theorem 1.1 is ω > 2, since it implies the existence of a polynomial multiplication algorithm
such that Hsl , Hsm , and Hω hold, such as Cantor and Kaltofen’s algorithm [9].
Previous polynomial matrix determinant algorithms with costs of the order of mω deg(A), up
to logarithmic factors, have been listed above: a randomized one from [45], and a deterministic
one from [32]. To our knowledge, this paper gives the first description of an algorithm achieving
such a cost involving no factor logarithmic in m. Our approach partially follows the algorithm of
[32], but also substantially differs from it in a way that allows us to benefit from the reducedness
of A. The cost bound O(mω M0 (deg(A))) has been obtained before in [21, Sec. 4.2.2] in the
particular case of a “sufficiently generic1 ” matrix A. In that case, both the algorithm of [32] and
the one here coincide and become the algorithm of [21, Sec. 4.2.2]; when A is the characteristic
matrix xIm − M, this also relates to the fast algorithm in [31, Sec. 6] for a generic M.
1.4. Approach, and existing tools
1 A2
For the sake of presentation, suppose m is a power of 2. Writing A = [ A
A3 A4 ] with the Ai ’s of
dimensions (m/2) × (m/2), the algorithm of [32] is based on the block triangularization
"
#"
# "
#
∗
∗ A1 A2
R ∗
=
K 1 K 2 A3 A4
0 B
where the entries “∗” are not computed, B = K1 A2 + K2 A4 , and R and [K1 K2 ] are computed
1
from [ A
A3 ] as a row basis and a kernel basis, respectively (see Section 2.2 for definitions). Then
the leftmost matrix in the above identity is unimodular [32, Lem. 3.1] and thus, up to a constant
factor, det(A) can be computed recursively as det(R) det(B).
A first observation is that neither the kernel basis computation nor the matrix multiplication
giving B is an obstacle towards a cost which is free of log(m). (The fastest known method for
multiplying matrices with unbalanced degrees, such as in B = K1 A2 + K2 A4 , splits the computation into O(log(m)) multiplications of smaller matrices with balanced degrees [58, Sec. 3.6],
suggesting that its cost may involve a log(m) factor.) Indeed we show that, under the above assumptions on M(·), the cost of these operations is in O(mω M(D/m)) and O(mω M0 (D/m)), thus
only involving factors logarithmic in D/m. In previous work, cost bounds either hide logarithmic factors [58] or they are derived without assuming Hsm and have the form O(mω−1 M(D))
and O(mω−1 M0 (D)) [27], thus resulting in factors logarithmic in D. Proving this observation is
straightforward from the analyses in [58, 27] (see Section 2.5). This is a first key towards our
main result: the characteristic matrix has D = m, and O(mω M(1)) is the same as O(mω ) whereas
O(mω−1 M(m)) involves factors logarithmic in m.
However, the computation of the row basis R remains an obstacle which prevents the algorithm of [32] from being a candidate for Theorem 1.2. Indeed, among the row basis algorithms
we are aware of, only one has a cost bound which fits into our target up to logarithmic factors: the
one of [56]. It relies on three kernel bases computations, and while one of them is similar to the
computation of [K1 K2 ] and is handled via the algorithm of [58], the two others have different
constraints on the input and were the subject of a specific algorithm described in [56, Sec. 4].
1 Precisely, if the upper triangular, row-wise Hermite normal form of A has diagonal entries (1, . . . , 1, λ det(A)), for
some λ ∈ K \ {0} making λ det(A) monic.
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In this reference, cost bounds were given without showing logarithmic factors; our own analysis
revealed the presence of a factor logarithmic in m. The algorithm has a loop over Θ(log(m))
iterations, each of them calling [55, Algo. 2] for minimal approximant bases with unbalanced input. This approximant basis algorithm may spend a logarithmic number of iterations for finding
some degree profile of the output basis, in a way reminiscent of Keller-Gehrig’s algorithm in [31,
Sec. 5] which finds the lengths of Krylov sequences (the link between the two situations becomes
more explicit for approximant bases at small orders, see [27, Sec. 7]).
Our attempts at accelerating the row basis algorithm of [56] having not succeeded, the algorithm in this paper follows an approach which is more direct at first: remove the obstacle. Instead
of computing a row basis R and relying on the identity det(A) = det(R) det(B) (up to a constant),
keep the first block row of A:
"
#"
# "
#
Im/2 0 A1 A2
A A2
= 1
(1)
K1 K2 A3 A4
0
B
and rely on the identity det(A) = det(A1 ) det(B)/ det(K2 ). The nonsingularity of A1 and K2 is
easily ensured thanks to the assumption that A is reduced, as discussed in Section 1.5.
This leads to an unusual recursion scheme: we are not aware of a similar scheme being used
in the literature on computational linear algebra. The algorithm uses three recursive calls with
(m/2) × (m/2) matrices whose determinant has degree at most D/2 for two of them and at most
D for the third; our complexity analysis in Section 3.3 shows that such a recursion gives the cost
in Theorem 1.2. Precisely, if deg(det(A1 )) ≤ D/2 then degree properties of minimal kernel bases
imply that deg(det(K2 )) ≤ D/2, yielding the two calls in half the degree; otherwise the algorithm
uses inexpensive row and column operations on A to reduce to the case deg(det(A1 )) ≤ D/2.
Although this approach removes the obstacle of row basis computation which arises in [32],
it adds a requirement: all recursive calls must take input matrices that are reduced. In the next
section we discuss how to ensure the reducedness of A1 and B thanks to a straightforward generalization of [42, Sec. 3], and we describe a new algorithm which handles the more involved case
of K2 .
1.5. New tools, and ensuring reduced form in recursive calls
When outlining the approach of our determinant algorithm via the identity in Eq. (1), we
implicitly assumed that the matrices used as input in recursive calls, i.e. A1 and K2 and B, do
satisfy the input requirement of row reducedness: this is not necessarily the case, even if starting
from a reduced matrix A.
Concerning A1 , one may locate such a reduced submatrix of A and then permute rows and
columns of A (which only affects the sign of det(A)) to make this submatrix become the leading
principal submatrix A1 . This is a classical operation on reduced matrices which suggests using
a form slightly stronger than reduced form called weak Popov form [36] (see Section 2.4). Assuming that A has this form ensures that its leading principal submatrix A1 has it as well. This
assumption is acceptable in terms of complexity since one can transform a reduced A into a weak
Popov P by means of fast linear algebra in a cost negligible compared to our target [42, Sec. 3];
note that A and P have the same determinant up to an easily found constant (see Algorithm 1).
Next, the cases of K2 and B are strongly linked. First, we will not discuss K2 but the whole
kernel basis [K1 K2 ]. The fastest known algorithm for computing such a basis is that of [58],
and for best efficiency it outputs a matrix in shifted reduced form, which is a generalization of
reducedness involving degree weights given by a tuple s ∈ Zm called a shift (see Sections 2.3
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and 2.4 for definitions); the non-shifted case is for s = 0. As in the determinant algorithm of [32],
here the shift for [K1 K2 ] is taken as the list of row degrees of A, denoted by s = rdeg(A); for the
characteristic matrix one has s = (1, . . . , 1) but non-uniform shifts may arise in recursive calls.
We want [K1 K2 ] to be not only s-reduced, but in s-weak Popov form: a direct consequence is
that B is in weak Popov form, and is thus suitable input for a recursive call.
To obtain [K1 K2 ] we use the kernel basis algorithm of [58] and transform its output into
s-weak Popov form. A minor issue is that the fastest known algorithm for such transformations
was written in [42, Sec. 3] for non-shifted forms; yet it easily extends to shifted forms as we
show in Section 4, obtaining the next result.
Theorem 1.3. There is an algorithm ReducedToWeakPopov which takes as input a matrix A ∈
K[x]m×n with m ≤ n and a shift s ∈ Zn such that A is in s-reduced form, and returns an s-weak
Popov form of A using O(mω−2 nD + mω−1 n) operations in K, where D = |rdeg s (A)| − m · min(s).
Here, following usual notation recalled in Section 2.1, |rdeg s (A)| is the sum of the s-degrees of
the rows of A. This result extends [42, Thm. 13] since for s = 0 the quantity D is the sum of the
row degrees of A and in particular D ≤ m deg(A), leading to the cost bound O(mω−1 n deg(A)).
To summarize, at this stage we have outlined how to ensure, without exceeding our target
cost bound, that A1 and B are valid input for recursive calls, i.e. are in weak Popov form. Having
det(A1 ) and det(B), it remains to find det(K2 ) and then the sought det(A) follows. We noted that,
to ensure the form of B but also for efficiency reasons, the kernel basis [K1 K2 ] is computed
in s-weak Popov form for the shift s = rdeg(A). This causes the main difficulty related to our
modification of the determinant algorithm of [32]: K2 is not valid input for a recursive call since
it is in v-weak Popov form for some shift v, a subtuple of s which is possibly nonzero.
A first idea is to extend our approach to the shifted case, allowing recursive calls with such
a v-reduced matrix: this is straightforward but gives an inefficient algorithm. Indeed, along the
recursion the shift drifts away from its initial value and becomes arbitrarily large and unbalanced
with respect to the degrees of the input matrices of recursive calls. For example, as mentioned
above the sum of row degrees of the initial non-shifted m × m matrix A is D = deg(det(A)),
whereas for the v-shifted (m/2) × (m/2) matrix K2 we only have the same bound D instead of
one related to deg(det(K2 )) itself, which is known to be at most D/2 in our algorithm. This gap,
here between D and D/2, will only grow as the algorithm goes down the tree of recursive calls,
meaning that degrees in matrices handled recursively are not sufficiently well controlled.
Another idea is to compute a 0-reduced matrix which has the same determinant as K2 . Finding a 0-reduced form of K2 within our target cost seems to be a difficult problem. The best known
algorithms for general 0-reduction involve log(m) factors, either explicitly [23] or implicitly [38]
(in the latter approach one starts by using the above-discussed triangularization procedure of [32]
which we are modifying here to avoid log(m) factors). More specific algorithms exploit the form
of K2 , interpreting the problem as a change of shift from v to 0; yet at the time of writing efficient
changes of shifts have only been achieved when the target shift is larger than the origin shift [27,
Sec. 5], a fact that offers degree control for the transformation between the two matrices. Another
possibility is to compute the so-called v-Popov form P of K2 , since its transpose PT is 0-reduced
by definition (see Section 2.4), and det(PT ) = det(P) is det(K2 ) up to a constant. However this
suffers from the same issue, as computing P is essentially the same as changing the shift v into
the nonpositive shift −δ, where δ is the list of diagonal degrees of K2 [42, 26].
To circumvent these issues, we use the property that the transpose KT2 of a v-reduced matrix
is in −d-reduced form where d = rdegv (K2 ). This fact naturally comes up here since det(K2 ) =
7

det(KT2 ), but seems otherwise rarely exploited in polynomial matrix algorithms: in fact we did
not find a previous occurrence of it apart from related degree considerations in [56, Lem. 2.2].
Transposing the above two approaches using KT2 instead of K2 , we observe that computing
a 0-reduced form of KT2 is a change of shift from −d to 0, and computing the −d-Popov form P
of KT2 is essentially a change of shift from −d to −δ. In both cases the target shift is larger than
the origin shift, implying that the kernel-based change of shift of [27, Sec. 5] involves matrices
of well-controlled degrees. Still, this is not enough to make this change of shift efficient as such,
the difficulty being now that the average row degree of KT2 may not be small: only its average
column degree, which corresponds to the average row degree of K2 , is controlled.
Our solution uses the second approach, computing the −d-Popov form P, because it offers the
a priori knowledge that the column degrees of P are exactly δ. We exploit this degree knowledge
to carry out partial linearization techniques, originally designed for approximant bases [46, 28],
which we extend here to kernel bases. These techniques allow us to reduce our problem to a
kernel basis computation where the matrix entries have uniformly small degrees, implying that
it can be efficiently handled via the minimal approximant basis algorithm PM-Basis from [21].
The next result summarizes the new algorithmic tool developed in Section 5 for finding P.
Theorem 1.4. Let s ∈ Zm , let A ∈ K[x]m×m be in −s-weak Popov form, let δ ∈ Zm
≥0 be the
−s-pivot degree of A, and assume that s ≥ δ. There is an algorithm WeakPopovToPopov which
takes as input (A, s) and computes the −s-Popov form of A by
• performing PM-Basis at order less than |s|/m + 4 on an input matrix of row dimension at
most 6m and column dimension at most 3m,
• multiplying the inverse of a matrix in Km×m by a matrix in K[x]m×m of column degree δ,
• and performing O(m2 ) extra operations in K.
Thus, computing the −s-Popov form of A can be done in O(mω M0 (|s|/m)) operations in K.
This theorem is a generalization of [42, Sec. 4] to shifted forms, for shifts −s that satisfy the
assumption s ≥ δ. Indeed, if A is 0-weak Popov, then one recovers [42, Thm. 20] by taking
s = (deg(A), . . . , deg(A)) in the above theorem. For comparison, the naive generalization of [42,
Sec. 4] to shifted forms runs in O(mω M0 (max(s))), which exceeds our target complexity as soon
as max(s)  |s|/m. Hence the use of partial linearization techniques, which were not needed in
the non-shifted case featuring max(s) = |s|/m = deg(A).
As mentioned above, our Algorithm WeakPopovToPopov is based on the computation of a
kernel basis with a priori knowledge of the degree profile of the output. This kernel problem is
very close to the one handled in [56, Sec. 4], except that in this reference one only has upper
bounds on the output degrees, implying a certain number—possibly logarithmic in m—of calls
to PM-Basis to recover the output and its actual degrees. In the same spirit but in the context of
approximant bases, [28, Sec. 5] uses partial linearization techniques to reduce an arbitrary input
with known output degrees to essentially one call to PM-Basis, whereas [55, Algo. 2] assumes
weaker output degree information and makes a potentially logarithmic number of calls to PMBasis.
1.6. Perspectives
We plan to implement our characteristic polynomial algorithm in the LinBox ecosystem [48,
49]. First prototype experiments suggest that, for large finite fields, it could be competitive
with the existing fastest-known implementation, based on the randomized algorithm of [39].
The native support for small fields of our algorithm should outperform the algorithm of [39]
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which requires expensive field extensions. Another perspective stems from the remark that our
algorithm resorts to fast polynomial multiplication (see assumption Hω ), while previous ones
did not [31, 39]: we woud like to understand whether the same cost can be achieved by a purely
linear algebraic approach. Finally, perhaps the most challenging problem related to characteristic
polynomial computation is to compute Frobenius forms deterministically in the time of matrix
multiplication, the current best known complexity bound being O(mω log(m) log(log(m))) [44];
and more generally computing Smith forms of polynomial matrices with a cost free of factors
logarithmic in the matrix dimension.
2. Preliminaries on polynomial matrices
In this section we present the notation as well as basic definitions and properties that will be
used throughout the paper.
2.1. Notation
Tuples of integers will often be manipulated entry-wise. In particular, for tuples s, t ∈ Zn of
the same length n, we write s + t for their entry-wise sum, and the inequality s ≤ t means that
each entry in s is less than or equal to the corresponding entry in t. The concatenation of tuples
is denoted by (s, t). We write |t| for the sum of the entries of t. The tuple of zeros is denoted by
0 = (0, . . . , 0); its length is understood from the context.
For an m × n matrix A over some ring, we write Ai, j for its entry at index (i, j). We extend
this to submatrices: given sets I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of row and column indices, we
write AI,J for the submatrix of A formed by its entries indexed by I × J. Besides, AI,∗ stands for
the submatrix of A formed by its rows with index in I, and we use the similar notation A∗,J . The
transpose of A is denoted by AT . The identity matrix of size n is denoted by In , while the n × n
matrix with 1 on the antidiagonal and 0 elsewhere is denoted by Jn . In particular, when writing
sJn for a tuple s = (s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Zn , we mean the reversed tuple sJn = (sn , . . . , s1 ).
Now consider A with polynomial entries, i.e. A ∈ K[x]m×n . The degree of A is denoted by
deg(A) and is the largest of the degrees of its entries, or −∞ if A = 0. The row degree of A is
the tuple rdeg(A) ∈ (Z≥0 ∪ {−∞})m whose ith entry is max1≤ j≤n (deg(Ai, j )). More generally, for a
tuple s = (s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Zn , the s-row degree of A is the tuple rdeg s (A) ∈ (Z ∪ {−∞})m whose ith
entry is max1≤ j≤n (deg(Ai, j ) + s j ). In this context, the tuple s is commonly called a (degree) shift
[4]. The (shifted) column degree of A is defined similarly.
We write X s for the n×n diagonal matrix diag(x s1 , . . . , x sn ) which is over the ring K[x, x−1 ] of
Laurent polynomials over K. Note that, hereafter, Laurent polynomials will only arise in proofs
and explanations, more specifically in considerations about shifted degrees: they never arise in
algorithms, which for the sake of clarity only involve polynomials in K[x]. The usefulness of
this matrix X s will become clear in the definition of leading matrices in the next subsection.
The next lemma gives a link between shifted row degrees and shifted column degrees. We
will mostly use the following particular case of it: the column degree of A is at most d ∈ Zn≥0
(entry-wise) if and only if the −d-row degree of A is nonpositive.
Lemma 2.1 ([56, Lemma 2.2]). Let A be a matrix in K[x]m×n , d be a tuple in Zn , and t be a
tuple in Zm . Then, cdeg t (A) ≤ d if and only if rdeg−d (A) ≤ −t.
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2.2. Bases of modules, kernel bases and approximant bases
We recall that any K[x]-submodule M of K[x]1×n is free, and admits a basis formed by r
elements of K[x]1×n , where r ≤ n is called the rank of M [see e.g. 15]. Such a basis can thus be
represented as an r × n matrix B over K[x] whose rows are the basis elements; this basis matrix
B has rank r.
For a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×n , its row space is the K[x]-submodule {pA, p ∈ K[x]1×m } of K[x]1×n ,
that is, the set of all K[x]-linear combinations of its rows. If B ∈ K[x]r×n is a basis of this row
space, then B is said to be a row basis of A; in particular, r is the rank of B and of A.
The left kernel of A, denoted by K(A), is the K[x]-module {p ∈ K[x]1×m | pA = 0}. A matrix
K ∈ K[x]k×m is a left kernel basis of A if its rows form a basis of K(A), in which case k = m − r.
Similarly, a right kernel basis of A is a matrix K ∈ K[x]n×(n−r) whose columns form a basis of
the right kernel of A.
Given positive integers γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) ∈ Zn>0 and a matrix F ∈ K[x]m×n , the set of approximants for F at order γ [see e.g. 51, 3] is the K[x]-submodule of K[x]1×m defined as
Aγ (F) = {p ∈ K[x]1×m | pF = 0 mod Xγ }.
The identity pF = 0 mod Xγ means that pF∗, j = 0 mod xγ j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since all m rows of
the matrix xmax(γ) Im are in Aγ (F), this module has rank m.
2.3. Leading matrices and reduced forms of polynomial matrices
We will often compute with polynomial matrices that have a special form, called the (shifted)
reduced form. It corresponds to a type of minimality of the degrees of such matrices, and also
provides good control of these degrees during computations as illustrated by the predictable
degree property [17] [29, Thm. 6.3-13] which we recall below. In this section, we introduce the
notion of row reducedness; to avoid confusion, we will not use the similar notion of column
reducedness in this paper, and thus all further mentions of reducedness refer to row reducedness.
For shifted reduced forms, we follow the definitions in [4, 5]. Let A ∈ K[x]m×n and s ∈ Zn ,
and let t = (t1 , . . . , tm ) = rdeg s (A). Then, the s-leading matrix of A is the matrix lm s (A) ∈ Km×n
whose entry (i, j) is the coefficient of degree ti − s j of the entry (i, j) of A, or 0 if ti = −∞.
Equivalently, lm s (A) is the coefficient of degree zero of X−t AX s , whose entries are in K[x−1 ].
The matrix A is said to be in s-reduced form if its s-leading matrix has full row rank. In particular,
a matrix in s-reduced form must have full row rank.
For a matrix M ∈ K[x]k×m , we have rdeg s (MA) ≤ rdeg t (M) and this is an equality when no
cancellation of leading terms occurs in this left-multiplication. The predictable degree property
states that A is s-reduced if and only if rdeg s (MA) = rdeg t (M) holds for any M ∈ K[x]k×m . Here
is a useful consequence of this characterization.
Lemma 2.2. Let s ∈ Zn , let A ∈ K[x]m×n , and let t = rdeg s (A). If A is s-reduced, then the
identity lm s (MA) = lm t (M)lm s (A) holds for any M ∈ K[x]k×m .
Proof. Let d = rdeg s (MA). By definition, lm s (MA) is the coefficient of degree 0 of the matrix
X−d MAX s = X−d MX t X−t AX s , whose entries are in K[x−1 ]. Besides, since rdeg s (A) = t and
since the predictable degree property gives rdeg t (M) = d, the matrices X−d MX t and X−t AX s
are over K[x−1 ] and their coefficients of degree 0 are lm t (M) and lm s (A), respectively.
Another characterization of matrices in s-reduced form is that they have minimal s-row degree among all matrices which represent the same K[x]-module [53, Def. 2.13]; in this paper, we
will use the following consequence of this minimality.
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Lemma 2.3. Let M be a submodule of K[x]1×n of rank m, let s ∈ Zn , and let t ∈ Zm be the s-row
degree of some s-reduced basis of M. Without loss of generality, assume that t is nondecreasing.
Let B ∈ K[x]m×n be a matrix of rank m whose rows are in M, and let d ∈ Zm be its s-row degree
sorted in nondecreasing order. If d ≤ t, then B is an s-reduced basis of M, and d = t.
Proof. Up to permuting the rows of B, we assume that rdeg s (B) = d without loss of generality.
Let A ∈ K[x]m×n be an s-reduced basis of M such that rdeg s (A) = t. Since the rows of B are in
M, there exists a matrix U ∈ K[x]m×m such that B = UA; and U is nonsingular since B and A
have rank m. Since A is s-reduced, the predictable degree property applies, ensuring that
d = rdeg s (B) = rdeg s (UA) = rdeg t (U).
This means that deg(Ui, j ) ≤ di − t j for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
Now, assume by contradiction that d = t does not hold. Thus, dk < tk for some 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
Then, for i ≤ k and j ≥ k we have di ≤ dk < tk ≤ t j , hence deg(Ui, j ) < 0. Thus, the submatrix
U{1,...,k},{k,...,m} is zero, which implies that U is singular; this is a contradiction, hence d = t.
Since t is nondecreasing, the inequality deg(Ui, j ) ≤ ti − t j implies that U is a block lower
triangular matrix whose diagonal blocks have degree 0; hence these blocks are invertible matrices
over K, and U is unimodular [see 42, Lemma 6 for similar degree considerations, starting from
stronger assumptions on A and B]. Thus, B is a basis of M.
Furthermore, it is easily observed that lm d (U) ∈ Km×m is block lower triangular with the same
invertible diagonal blocks as U; hence lm d (U) is invertible. On the other hand, Lemma 2.2 states
that lm s (B) = lm d (U)lm s (A). Thus lm s (B) has rank m = rank(lm s (A)), and B is s-reduced.
2.4. Pivots and weak Popov forms of polynomial matrices
For algorithmic purposes, it is often convenient to work with reduced forms that satisfy some
additional requirements, called weak Popov forms. These are intrinsically related to the notion
of pivot of a polynomial matrix.
For a nonzero vector p ∈ K[x]1×n and a shift s ∈ Zn , the s-pivot of p is its rightmost entry p j
such that deg(p j ) + s j = rdeg s (p) [4, 36]; it corresponds to the rightmost nonzero entry of lm s (p).
The index j = π and the degree deg(pπ ) = δ of this entry are called the s-pivot index and s-pivot
degree, respectively. For brevity, in this paper the pair (π, δ) is called the s-pivot profile of p. By
convention, the zero vector in K[x]1×n has s-pivot index 0 and s-pivot degree −∞. These notions
are extended to matrices A ∈ K[x]m×n by forming row-wise lists. For example, the s-pivot index
of A is π = (π1 , . . . , πm ) ∈ Zm
>0 where πi is the s-pivot index of the row Ai,∗ . The s-pivot degree δ
and the s-pivot profile (πi , δi )1≤i≤m of A are defined similarly.
Then, A is said to be in s-weak Popov form if it has no zero row and π is strictly increasing;
and A is said to be in s-unordered weak Popov form if it is in s-weak Popov form up to row
permutation, i.e. the entries of π are pairwise distinct. Furthermore, a matrix is in s-Popov form
if it is in s-weak Popov form, its s-pivots are monic, and each of these s-pivots has degree strictly
larger than the other entries in the same column. For a given K[x]-submodule M of K[x]1×n ,
there is a unique basis of M which is in s-Popov form [4].
For a given matrix B, the matrix A is said to be an s-reduced (resp. s-weak Popov, s-Popov)
form of B if A is a row basis of B and A is in s-reduced (resp. s-weak Popov, s-Popov) form.
Like for s-reducedness, the property of a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×n to be in s-weak Popov form
depends only on its s-leading matrix lm s (A) ∈ Km×n , namely on the fact that it has a staircase
shape. Indeed, A is in s-weak (resp. s-unordered weak) Popov form if and only if lm s (A) has no
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zero row and Jm lm s (A)Jn is in row echelon form (resp. in row echelon form up to row permutation); this was used as a definition by Beckermann et al. [4, 5]. In particular, for any constant
matrix C ∈ Km×n , we have lm0 (C) = C and therefore C is in 0-weak (resp. 0-unordered weak)
Popov form if and only if it has no zero row and Jm CJn is in row echelon form (resp. in row
echelon form up to row permutation). Taking C = lm s (A), the next lemma follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let A ∈ K[x]m×n and let s ∈ Zn . Then, A is in s-weak (resp. s-unordered weak)
Popov form if and only if lm s (A) is in 0-weak (resp. 0-unordered weak) Popov form.
Furthermore, if A is in s-weak Popov form and ( j1 , . . . , jm ) is the list of indices of pivot
columns in the row echelon form Jm lm s (A)Jn (in other words, this list is the column rank profile
of that matrix), then the s-pivot index of A is equal to (n + 1 − jm , . . . , n + 1 − j1 ). This leads
to the following lemma which states that the s-pivot profile is an invariant of left-unimodularly
equivalent s-weak Popov forms [29, 4, 5], generalizing the fact that for matrices over K the set
of indices of pivot columns is an invariant of left-equivalent row echelon forms.
Lemma 2.5. Let s ∈ Zn and let A ∈ K[x]m×n be in s-unordered weak Popov form with s-pivot
profile (πi , δi )1≤i≤m . Then, the s-pivot profile of the s-Popov form of A is (πσ(i) , δσ(i) )1≤i≤m , where
σ : {1, . . . , m} → {1, . . . , m} is the permutation such that (πσ(i) )1≤i≤m is strictly increasing.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that A is in s-weak Popov form, implying also
σ(i) = i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let P ∈ K[x]m×n be the s-Popov form of A: we want to prove that A and
P have the same s-pivot index and the same s-pivot degree. Let U be the unimodular matrix such
that P = UA; then Lemma 2.2 yields lm s (P) = lm t (U)lm s (A), where t = rdeg s (A). Since both
lm s (P) and lm s (A) have full row rank, lm t (U) ∈ Km×m is invertible. Then
Jm lm s (P)Jn = Jm lm t (U)Jm Jm lm s (A)Jn
holds, and thus the row echelon forms Jm lm s (P)Jn and Jm lm s (A)Jn have the same pivot columns
since Jm lm t (U)Jm ∈ Km×m is invertible. It follows from the discussion preceding this lemma that
P has the same s-pivot index as A.
As a consequence, P has the same s-pivot degree as A if and only if rdeg s (P) = rdeg s (A).
Suppose by contradiction that there exists an index i such that rdeg s (Pi,∗ ) < rdeg s (Ai,∗ ). Then,
build the matrix B ∈ K[x]m×n which is equal to A except for its ith row which is replaced by
Pi,∗ . By construction, B has rank m (since it is in s-weak Popov form) and its rows are in the row
space of A. Writing d for the tuple rdeg s (B) sorted in nondecreasing order, and u for the tuple t
sorted in nondecreasing order, we have d ≤ u and d , u, which contradicts Lemma 2.3. Hence
there is no such index i, and since this proof by contradiction is symmetric in A and P, there is
no index i such that rdeg s (Ai,∗ ) < rdeg s (Pi,∗ ) either. Thus rdeg s (A) = rdeg s (P).
We will also use the following folklore fact, which is a corollary of Lemma 2.2, and has
often been used in algorithms for approximant bases or kernel bases in order to preserve the
reducedness of matrices during the computation.
Lemma 2.6. Let A ∈ K[x]m×n and B ∈ K[x]k×m , and let s ∈ Zn and t = rdeg s (A) ∈ Zm . Then,
• if A is s-reduced and B is t-reduced, then BA is s-reduced;
• if A is in s-weak Popov form and B is in t-weak Popov form, then BA is in s-weak Popov
form.
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Proof. Since A is s-reduced, Lemma 2.2 states that lm s (BA) = ML where L = lm s (A) ∈ Km×n
and M = lm t (B) ∈ Kk×m . The first item then follows from the fact that if M has rank k and L
has rank m, then ML has rank k. Similarly, the second item reduces to prove that, assuming M
and L are in row echelon form with full row rank, then ML is also in row echelon form. Let
(a1 , . . . , ak ) (resp. (b1 , . . . , bm )) be the pivot indices of M (resp. L). Then the ith row of ML is a
nonzero multiple of row ai of L combined with multiples of rows of L of index greater than ai .
Consequently, the pivot indices of the rows of ML are ba1 < · · · < bak , which proves that ML is
in row echelon form.
Finally, under assumptions that generalize the situation encountered in our determinant algorithm below, we show that the pivot entries of a kernel basis [K1 K2 ] are located in its rightmost
columns, that is, in K2 .
Lemma 2.7. Let t ∈ Zn , let F ∈ K[x]n×n be in t-weak Popov form, and let u = rdeg t (F). Let
G ∈ K[x]m×n and v ∈ Zm be such that v ≥ rdeg t (G), and let K = [K1 K2 ] ∈ K[x]m×(m+n) be a
(u, v)-weak Popov basis of K([ GF ]), where K1 and K2 have m and n columns, respectively. Then,
the (u, v)-pivot entries of K are all located in K2 ; in particular, K2 is in v-weak Popov form.
Proof. Since the (u, v)-pivot entry of a row is the rightmost entry of that row which reaches the
(u, v)-row degree, it is enough to prove that rdegv (K2 ) ≥ rdegu (K1 ). First, from v ≥ rdeg t (G), we
obtain rdegv (K2 ) ≥ rdegrdeg t (G) (K2 ). Now, by definition, rdegrdeg t (G) (K2 ) ≥ rdeg t (K2 G). Since
the rows of K are in K([ GF ]), we have K2 G = −K1 F, hence rdeg t (K2 G) = rdeg t (K1 F). Since
F is t-reduced, we can apply the predictable degree property: rdeg t (K1 F) = rdegu (K1 ). This
proves the sought inequality. For the last point, note that the (u, v)-pivot entries of [K1 K2 ]
located in K2 correspond to v-pivot entries in K2 . Thus, since [K1 K2 ] is in (u, v)-weak Popov
form with all (u, v)-pivot entries in K2 , it follows that the v-pivot index of K2 is increasing.
2.5. Basic subroutines and their complexity
To conclude these preliminaries, we recall known fast algorithms for three polynomial matrix
subroutines used in our determinant algorithm: multiplication with unbalanced degrees, minimal
approximant bases, and minimal kernel bases; we give the corresponding complexity estimates
adapted to our context and in particular using our framework stated in Section 1.1.
Unbalanced multiplication. Polynomial matrix algorithms often involve multiplication with matrix operands whose entries have degrees that may be unbalanced but still satisfy properties that
can be exploited to perform the multiplication efficiently. Here we will encounter products of
reduced matrices with degree properties similar to those discussed in [58, Sec. 3.6], where an
efficient approach for computing such products was given.
Lemma 2.8. There is an algorithm UnbalancedMultiplication which takes as input a matrix
B ∈ K[x]k×m with k ≤ m, a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×n with n ≤ m, and an integer D greater than or
equal to both the sum of the positive entries of rdeg0 (A) and that of rdegrdeg0 (A) (B), and returns
the product BA using O(mω M(D/m)) operations in K, assuming Hsm and Hω .
Proof. Zhou et al. [58, Sec. 3.6] gave such an algorithm, yet with a cost analysis which hides
logarithmic factors; because these factors are our main concern here we will rely on the version
in [27, Sec. 4]. In this reference, Algorithm UnbalancedMultiplication was described for square
matrices. One could adapt it to the case of rectangular A and B as in the statement above.
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However, for the sake of conciseness and with no impact on the asymptotic cost bound, we
consider the more basic approach of forming the square m × m matrices D = [ B0 ] and C = [A 0],
computing DC using the above-cited algorithm, and retrieving BA from it. Now, by construction,
both the sum of the positive entries of rdeg0 (C) and that of rdegrdeg0 (A) (D) are at most D, hence
[27, Prop. 4.1] applies: defining m̄ and d as the smallest powers of 2 greater than or equal to m and
P
D/m, it states that the computation of DC costs O( 0≤i≤log2 (m̄) 2i (2−i m̄)ω M(2i d)) operations in K.
Using Hsm and Hω , which ensure respectively that M(2i d) ≤ M(2i ) M(d) and M(2i ) ∈ O(2i(ω−1−ε) )
P
for some ε > 0, we obtain that this bound is in O(m̄ω M(d) 0≤i≤log2 (m̄) 2−iε ) ⊆ O(m̄ω M(d)). This
is in O(mω M(D/m)), since m̄ ∈ Θ(m) and d ∈ Θ(1 + D/m).
Minimal approximant basis. The second basic tool we will use is approximant bases computation; for this, we will use the algorithm PM-Basis, originally described in [21]. Precisely, we
rely on the slightly modified version presented in [28] which ensures that the computed basis is
in shifted weak Popov form.
Lemma 2.9. There is an algorithm PM-Basis which takes as input a tuple γ ∈ Zn>0 , a matrix
F ∈ K[x]m×n with cdeg(F) < γ, and a shift s ∈ Zm , and returns a basis of Aγ (F) in s-weak Popov
form using O((m + n)mω−1 M0 (max(γ))) operations in K.
Proof. The algorithm is [28, Algo. 2]; to accommodate non-uniform order γ, it is called with
input order Γ = max(γ) and input matrix FX(Γ,...,Γ)−γ as explained in [28, Rmk. 3.3]. According to
P
[28, Prop. 3.2], this costs O((1+ mn ) 0≤i≤dlog2 (Γ)e 2i mω M(2−i Γ)) operations in K, which is precisely
the claimed bound by definition of M0 (·).
Minimal kernel basis. We will make use of the algorithm of Zhou et al. [58], which itself relies
on unbalanced products and approximant bases, and returns a kernel basis in shifted reduced
form efficiently for input matrices with small average row degree.
Lemma 2.10. There is an algorithm KernelBasis which takes as input a full column rank matrix
F ∈ K[x]m×n with m ≥ n and m ∈ O(n), and a shift s ∈ Zm
≥0 such that s ≥ rdeg0 (F), and returns a
basis of K(F) in s-reduced form using O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations in K, assuming Hsl , Hsm , Hω .
Here D is the sum of the entries of s, and the sum of the s-row degree of this basis is at most D.
Proof. The algorithm of Zhou et al. [58] computes an s-reduced basis K ∈ K[x]k×m of K(F);
precisely, this reference is about computing a basis of the right kernel in column reduced form,
yet this naturally translates into left kernels and row reduced forms by taking suitable transposes.
Furthermore, the last claim in the lemma follows from [58, Thm. 3.4], which states that any such
basis K is such that |rdeg s (K)| ≤ |s| = D. For the complexity, we rely on the analysis in [27,
Prop. B.1] which shows that, defining m̄ and d as the smallest powers of 2 greater than or equal
to m and D/m, this computation costs
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operations in K. Now the same analysis as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 shows that, assuming
Hsm and Hω , the first inner sum is in O((2− j m̄)ω M(2 j d)), and by definition of M0 (·) the second
P
inner sum is in O((2− j m̄)ω M0 (2 j d)). Thus the total cost is in O( 0≤ j≤log2 (m̄) 2 j (2− j m̄)ω M0 (2 j d)),
P
which is in O(m̄ω M0 (d) 0≤ j≤log2 (m̄) 2 j(1−ω) M0 (2 j )) since Hsl and Hsm ensure that M0 (·) is submultiplicative. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.8, this bound is in O(mω M0 (D/m)) thanks to
Hω .
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3. Determinant algorithm for reduced matrices
In this section, we present the main algorithm in this paper, which computes the determinant
of a matrix in reduced form using the subroutines listed in Section 2.5 as well as the algorithms
ReducedToWeakPopov and WeakPopovToPopov from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Taking for granted
the proof of these theorems in Sections 4 and 5, here we prove the correctness of our determinant
algorithm in Section 3.2 and analyse its complexity in Section 3.3, thus proving Theorem 1.2.
3.1. Two properties of determinants of reduced matrices
Leading coefficient of the determinant. All bases of a given submodule of K[x]1×n of rank n have
the same determinant up to a constant factor, i.e. up to multiplication by an element of K \ {0}.
Many algorithms operating on polynomial matrices such as PM-Basis and KernelBasis compute
such bases, so that their use in a determinant algorithm typically leads to obtaining the sought
determinant up to a constant factor; then finding the actual determinant requires to efficiently
recover this constant [see e.g. 32, Sec. 4]. Since in this paper we seek determinants of matrices
in reduced form, this issue is easily handled using the next result.
Lemma 3.1. Let s ∈ Zn and A ∈ K[x]n×n . If A is in s-reduced form, the leading coefficient
of det(A) is det(lm s (A)). In particular, if A is in s-weak Popov form, the leading coefficient of
det(A) is the product of the leading coefficients of the diagonal entries of A.
Proof. The second claim is a direct consequence of the first, since for A in s-weak Popov form,
lm s (A) is lower triangular with diagonal entries equal to the leading coefficients of the diagonal
entries of AX s , which are the leading coefficients of the diagonal entries of A. For the first claim
in the case s = 0, we refer to [29, Sec. 6.3.2], and in particular Eq. (23) therein. Now, for an
arbitrary s and A in s-reduced form, we consider the nonnegative shift t = s−(min(s), . . . , min(s))
and observe that lm s (A) = lm0 (AX t ), hence AX t is 0-reduced, and thus the leading coefficient
of det(AX t ) = det(A) det(X t ) (which is the same as that of det(A)) is equal to det(lm0 (AX t )) =
det(lm s (A)).
From shifted to non-shifted. In Section 1.5, we explained that one step of our algorithm consists
in finding det(K) for a matrix K in v-weak Popov form, and that it achieves this by computing the
−d-Popov form of KT , which is already in −d-weak Popov form. The next lemma substantiates
this; note that in Section 1.5 we had left out the reversal matrix Jn for the sake of exposition.
Lemma 3.2. Let v ∈ Zn , let K ∈ K[x]n×n , and let d = rdegv (K).
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

if lmv (K) has no zero column, then lm−d (KT ) = lmv (K)T and rdeg−d (KT ) = −v;
if K is in v-reduced form, then KT is in −d-reduced form;
if K is in v-weak Popov form, then Jn KT Jn is in −dJn -weak Popov form;
if furthermore P is the −dJn -Popov form of Jn KT Jn , then PT is in 0-weak Popov form and
det(K) = det(lmv (K)) det(PT ).

Proof. By definition, lmv (K)T is the coefficient of degree 0 of (X−d KXv )T = Xv KT X−d , which
is a matrix over K[x−1 ]. The assumption on lmv (K) implies that this coefficient of degree 0 has
no zero row. It follows that rdeg−d (KT ) = −v and that this coefficient of degree 0 is lm−d (KT ).
Item (b) follows from Item (a) by definition of shifted reduced forms.
From now on, we assume that K is in v-weak Popov form. Then lmv (K) is invertible and
lower triangular, and in particular lm−d (KT ) = lmv (K)T . Since Jn is a permutation matrix, we
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obtain lm−dJn (Jn KT Jn ) = Jn lm−d (KT )Jn = Jn lmv (K)T Jn , which is invertible and lower triangular.
Hence Jn KT Jn is in −dJn -weak Popov form.
For Item (d), since P is n × n and in −dJn -Popov form, we have lm0 (PT ) = In , hence PT is in
0-weak Popov form. Furthermore, since Jn KT Jn is unimodularly equivalent to P, its determinant
is det(K) = det(Jn KT Jn ) = λ det(P) for some λ ∈ K \ {0}. Applying Lemma 3.1 to P shows
that det(P) is monic, hence λ is the leading coefficient of det(K); applying the same lemma to K
yields λ = det(lmv (K)).
3.2. Algorithm and correctness
Our main determinant algorithm is DeterminantOfWeakPopov (Algorithm 2), which takes
as input a matrix in 0-weak Popov form and computes its determinant using recursive calls on
matrices of smaller dimension. Then, we compute the determinant of a 0-reduced matrix by first
calling ReducedToWeakPopov to find a 0-weak Popov matrix which has the same determinant
up to a nonzero constant, and then calling the previous algorithm on that matrix. This is detailed
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DeterminantOfReduced(A)
Input: a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×m in 0-reduced form.
Output: the determinant of A.
1: P ∈ K[x]m×m ← ReducedToWeakPopov(A, 0)
2: ∆ ← DeterminantOfWeakPopov(P); `∆ ∈ K \ {0} ← leading coefficient of ∆
3: return det(lm0 (A)) ∆/`∆
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is obvious: according to Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 3.3, P
is a 0-weak Popov form of A, and ∆ is the determinant of P up to multiplication by some element
of K \ {0}. Thus det(A) = `∆ for some ` ∈ K \ {0}, and Lemma 3.1 yields ` = det(lm0 (A))/`∆ .
Concerning the cost bound, Theorem 1.3 states that the first step uses O(mω (1 + D/m))
operations in K, where D = |rdeg0 (A)|; since A is 0-reduced, this is D = deg(det(A)) [29,
Sec. 6.3.2]. In the last step, the determinant computation costs O(mω ) operations, while scaling ∆ by a constant costs O(D) operations. The second step uses O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations
according to Proposition 3.3, under the assumptions Hsl , Hsm , and Hω .
We now describe the main algorithm of this paper (Algorithm 2) and focus on its correctness.
We also mention cost bounds for all steps of the algorithm that are not recursive calls, but we
defer the core of the complexity analysis to Section 3.3.
Proposition 3.3. Algorithm 2 is correct, and assuming that Hsl , Hsm , and Hω hold (hence in
particular ω > 2), it uses O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations in K.
Proof of correctness. The fact that A is in 0-weak Popov form has two consequences on the tuple
s computed at Line 1: first, it is the 0-pivot degree of A (i.e. its diagonal degrees), and second,
the sum D = |s| is equal to the degree of the determinant of A [29, Sec. 6.3.2].
The main base case of the recursion is when m = 1 and is handled at Line 2; it uses no
operation in K. We use a second base case at Line 3: if D = 0, then A is an m × m matrix over
K. Since it is in 0-weak Popov, it is invertible and lower triangular, hence det(A) is the product
of its diagonal entries, which is computed in O(m) multiplications in K. This base case is not
necessary for obtaining the correctness and the cost bound in Proposition 3.3; still, not using it
would incur a cost of O(mω ) operations in the case D = 0.
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Algorithm 2 DeterminantOfWeakPopov(A)
Input: a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×m in 0-weak Popov form.
Output: the determinant of A, up to multiplication by some element of K \ {0}.
1: s = (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∈ Zm
. D = degree of det(A)
≥0 ← rdeg0 (A); D ← s1 + · · · + sm
2: if m = 1 then return the polynomial f such that A = [ f ]
. base case: 1 × 1 matrix
3: if D = 0 then return the product of diagonal entries of A
. base case: matrix over K
4: if D < m then
. handle constant rows to reduce to dimension ≤ D
5:
B ← A lm0 (A)−1 from which rows and columns with indices in {i | si = 0} are removed
6:
return DeterminantOfWeakPopov(B)
7: if s1 + · · · + sbm/2c > D/2 then return DeterminantOfWeakPopov(Jm A lm0 (A)−1 Jm )
A A
8: Write A = [ A13 A24 ], with A1 of size bm/2c × bm/2c and A4 of size dm/2e × dm/2e
dm/2e×m
1
9: K ∈ K[x]
← KernelBasis([ A
A3 ], s)
dm/2e×m
10: [K1 K2 ] ∈ K[x]
← ReducedToWeakPopov(K, s), where K2 is dm/2e × dm/2e
A
11: B ← UnbalancedMultiplication([K1 K2 ], [ A24 ], D)
. B = K1 A2 + K2 A4
12: ∆1 ← DeterminantOfWeakPopov(B)
. first recursive call
13: ∆2 ← DeterminantOfWeakPopov(A1 )
. second recursive call
14: P ← WeakPopovToPopov(Jdm/2e KT
2 Jdm/2e , rdeg(sbm/2c+1 ,...,sm ) (K2 )Jdm/2e )
15: ∆3 ← DeterminantOfWeakPopov(PT )
. third recursive call
16: return ∆1 ∆2 /∆3

For the recursion, we proceed inductively: we assume that the algorithm correctly computes
the determinant for all 0-weak Popov matrices of dimension less than m, and based on this we
show that it is also correct for any 0-weak Popov matrix A of dimension m.
Case 1: D < m. Then A has at least one constant row; using linear algebra we reduce to the
case of a matrix B of dimension at most D with all rows of degree at least 1. Since s = rdeg0 (A),
we can write A = X s lm0 (A) + R for a matrix R ∈ K[x]m×m such that rdeg0 (R) < s. Since A is
0-reduced, lm0 (A) is invertible and A lm0 (A)−1 = X s + R lm0 (A)−1 with rdeg0 (R lm0 (A)−1 ) < s,
which implies lm0 (A lm0 (A)−1 ) = Im . In particular, A lm0 (A)−1 is in 0-weak Popov form, and
for each i such that the row Ai,∗ is constant, i.e. si = 0, the ith row of A lm0 (A)−1 is the ith row
of the identity matrix. Therefore the matrix B at Line 5 is in 0-weak Popov form, has the same
determinant as A up to a constant, and has dimension #{i | si , 0} ≤ D. Hence the correctness
in this case. In terms of complexity, computing B essentially amounts to computing the product
A lm0 (A)−1 , which is done by row-wise expanding A into a (m + D) × m matrix over K, rightmultiplying by lm0 (A)−1 , and compressing the result back into a polynomial matrix: this costs
O(mω (1 + D/m)) ⊆ O(mω ) operations.
Case 2: s1 + · · · + sbm/2c > D/2. Then we modify the input A so as to reduce to Case 3. As we
have seen above, lm0 (A lm0 (A)−1 ) = Im . We now reverse the diagonal entries by reversing the
order of rows and columns: let B = Jm Alm0 (A)−1 Jm . Then lm0 (B) = Jm lm0 (Alm0 (A)−1 )Jm = Im ,
hence B is in 0-weak Popov form: Line 7 calls the algorithm on this matrix to obtain det(B) up
to a constant, and this yields det(A) since it is equal to det(lm0 (A)) det(B). To conclude the proof
of correctness in that case (assuming correctness in Case 3), it remains to observe that B has the
same matrix dimension m as A, and that the matrix B has degrees such that calling the algorithm
with input B does not enter Case 2 but Case 3. Indeed, we have rdeg0 (B) = sJm , hence the sum
of the first bm/2c entries of the tuple rdeg0 (B) is sm + · · · + sdm/2e+1 = D − (s1 + · · · + sdm/2e ),
which is at most D/2 by assumption. In terms of complexity, the main step is to compute the
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product A lm0 (A)−1 , which costs O(mω (1 + D/m)) operations as we have seen above; this is in
O(mω M0 (D/m)).
Case 3: s1 + · · · + sbm/2c ≤ D/2. Then, Line 7 performs no action, and Line 8 defines
A1
1
submatrices of A. By construction, [ A
A3 ] has full column rank and s ≥ rdeg0 ([ A3 ]) holds. Thus,
ω 0
according to Lemma 2.10, Line 9 uses O(m M (D/m)) operations to compute an s-reduced basis
1
K of K([ A
A3 ]), with |rdeg s (K)| ≤ D. Then, Theorem 1.3 states that Line 10 transforms K into
an s-weak Popov basis [K1 K2 ] of this kernel at a cost of O(mω (1 + D/m)) operations, since
|rdeg s (K)| ≤ D and min(s) ≥ 0. Since all s-reduced bases of K(F) have the same s-row degree up
to permutation, |rdeg s ([K1 K2 ])| ≤ D holds, hence the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 are satisfied
and Line 11 uses O(mω M(D/m)) operations to compute B = K1 A2 + K2 A4 .
The important observation at this stage is the identity
"
#"
# "
#
Idm/2e 0 A1 A2
A1 A2
=
(2)
K1
K 2 A3 A4
0
B
which, provided that K2 is nonsingular, implies det(A) = det(B) det(A1 )/ det(K2 ). We are going
to show that this is the formula used in Line 16 to compute det(A).
First, A1 has dimension less than m and, being a principal submatrix of the 0-weak Popov
matrix A, it is also in 0-weak Popov form. Hence the recursive call at Line 13 is sound and ∆2 is
equal to det(A1 ) up to a constant.
0
Since A is in 0-weak Popov form and [ Idm/2e
K1 K2 ] is in rdeg0 (A)-weak Popov form, their product
A1 A2
[ 0 B ] is in 0-weak Popov form; see Lemma 2.6, or note that lm0 ([ A01 AB2 ]) is invertible and lower
triangular according to Lemma 2.2. It follows that B is in 0-weak Popov form and has dimension
less than m: Line 12 recursively computes ∆1 , equal to det(B) up to a constant.
It remains to prove that ∆3 computed at Lines 14 and 15 is equal to det(K2 ) up to a constant.
Let v = rdeg0 (A4 ) = (sbm/2c+1 , . . . , sm ) be the shift used at Line 14, and let d = rdegv (K2 ) =
rdeg s ([K1 K2 ]). Applying Lemma 2.7 (with F = A1 , G = A3 , t = 0, and v as above) shows
that [K1 K2 ] has all its s-pivot entries in K2 , and in particular K2 is in v-weak Popov form. Let
δ ∈ Zn≥0 be the v-pivot degree of K2 , where n = dm/2e, and note that d = δ + v ≥ δ since v ≥ 0.
Then, Lemma 3.2 states that Jn KT2 Jn is in −dJn -weak Popov form; its −dJn -pivot degree is the
list of degrees of its diagonal entries, that is, δJn . Since dJn ≥ δJn , we can apply Theorem 1.4,
which implies that Line 14 computes the −dJn -Popov form P of Jn KT2 Jn using O(mω M0 (|d|/m))
operations; as we have seen above, |d| = |rdeg s ([K1 K2 ])| ≤ D. Then, from the last item
of Lemma 3.2, PT is in 0-weak Popov form and det(K) = det(lmv (K)) det(PT ), hence Line 15
correctly computes det(K) up to a constant.
To conclude this presentation of our determinant algorithm, we note that it would be beneficial, in a practical implementation, to add an early exit. Precisely, just after computing det(B) at
Line 12, one could perform the following action before (possibly) proceeding to the next steps:
12b:

if deg(∆1 ) = D then return ∆1

. early exit

Indeed, recall that ∆1 is det(B) up to a constant; furthermore we claim that
• for a generic A, we have deg(∆1 ) = D,
• if deg(∆1 ) = D (i.e. deg(det(B)) = D), then det(B) is det(A) up to a constant.
It follows that for a generic matrix A, then ∆1 is det(A) up to a constant, hence the correctness
of this early exit (see also [21, Sec. 4.2.2] for similar considerations). To prove the above claim,
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first note that since [K1 K2 ] is a kernel basis, it has unimodular column bases [22, Lem. 2.2],
U1 U2
and thus it can be completed into a unimodular matrix U = [ K
] ∈ K[x]m×m [57, Lem. 2.10].
1 K2
Therefore
"
#"
# "
#
U U2 A1 A2
B B2
UA = 1
= 1
K 1 K 2 A3 A4
0 B
where [B1 B2 ] = [U1 U2 ]A. Since det(U) is in K \ {0}, det(A) is det(B1 ) det(B) up to a constant.
For the second item of the claim, deg(∆1 ) = D implies deg(det(B)) = D = deg(det(A)), hence
1
det(B1 ) is in K \ {0}. The first item follows from the fact that B1 is a row basis of [ A
A3 ] [56,
Lem. 3.1]; since the latter matrix has more rows than columns, if A1 and A3 have generic entries,
then such a row basis B1 is unimodular which means det(B1 ) ∈ K \ {0} and thus deg(∆1 ) = D.
3.3. Complexity analysis
We have seen above that all computations in Algorithm 2 other than recursive calls have an
arithmetic cost in O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations in K; here, we complete the proof of the cost bound
in Proposition 5.14. In this section, we use the assumptions Hsl , Hsm , and Hω as well as their
consequences stated in Section 1.1.
Let C(m, D) denote the arithmetic cost of Algorithm 2; recall that D is the degree of the
determinant of the input, which is also the sum of its row degrees. First consider the case m ≤ D.
If s1 + · · · + sbm/2c > D/2, the reduction to the case s1 + · · · + sbm/2c ≤ D/2 with the same m
and D performed at Line 7 costs O(mω (1 + D/m)). Once we are in the latter case, there are three
recursive calls with input matrices having the following dimensions and degrees:
• At Line 12, the matrix B is dm/2e × dm/2e, and applying the predictable degree property
on Eq. (2) gives in particular rdeg0 (B) = rdeg s ([K1 K2 ]), hence |rdeg0 (B)| ≤ D.
• At Line 13, the matrix A1 is bm/2c×bm/2c and the sum of its row degrees is s1 +· · ·+ sbm/2c ,
which is at most D/2 by assumption.
• At Line 15, the matrix PT is dm/2e×dm/2e and its 0-pivot degree is rdeg0 (PT ) = δJm . Recall
indeed that this is the list of diagonal degrees of PT , which is the same as that of P, and
thus the same as that of Jn KT2 Jn according to Lemma 2.5. Now, from |δ + v| = |δ| + |v| ≤ D
and the assumption |v| = sbm/2c+1 + . . . + sm > D/2, we obtain |rdeg0 (PT )| = |δ| ≤ D/2.
We assume without loss of generality that m is a power of 2. If it is not, a given input matrix
can be padded with zeros, and ones on the main diagonal, so as to form a square matrix with
dimension the next power of two and the same determinant. According to the three items above,
the cost bound then satisfies:

C(m, D) ≤ 2C(m/2, bD/2c) + C(m/2, D) + O mω M0 (D/m) .
Letting the O(·) term aside, we illustrate this recurrence relation in Fig. 1.
Let µ = log2 (m) and let K be the constant of the O(·) term above. Recalling that m ≤ D and
bbD/2 j c/2c = bD/2 j+1 c, unrolling this recurrence to the ith recursion level for 0 ≤ i ≤ µ yields
!
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Figure 1: Directed acyclic graph of recursive calls, of depth µ = log2 (m). Each boxed node shows the matrix dimensions
and the determinantal degree of a recursive call. Beginning with one call in dimension and determinantal degree (m, D),
for a given node the number above it indicates the number of times a recursive call corresponding to this node is made,
and the numbers of recursive sub-calls this node generates are indicated on both arrows starting from this node.

where the last inequality comes
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from the submultiplicativity of M0 (·) and the coefficients ai, j
=
=
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1,
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In Fig. 1, one can observe the similarity between Pascal’s triangle and the number of calls with
parameters (m/2i , D/2 j ). This translates as a connection
between the ai, j ’s and the binomial

j i
coefficients: one can prove by induction that ai, j = 2 j .
Now, by assumption M0 (d) ∈ O(dω−1−ε ) for some ε > 0; for such an ε > 0, let K̃ be a constant
such that M0 (d) ≤ K̃dω−1−ε for all d ≥ 0. Then
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As we have seen above, parameters (1, d) for any d ∈ Z≥0 correspond to base cases with a 1 × 1
matrix, and they incur no arithmetic cost (one might want to consider them to use O(1) operations
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P
each; then the total cost of these base cases is bounded asymptotically by µj=0 aµ, j ≤ mlog2 (3) ).
Thus we obtain C(m, D) = O(mω M0 (D/m)), under the assumption m ≤ D.
For the case D < m handled at Line 4, Section 3.2 showed that C(m, D) = C(m̂, D) + O(mω )
where m̂ is the number of non-constant rows of the input matrix. Since m̂ ≤ D, our proof above
shows that C(m̂, D) is in O(m̂ω M0 (D/m̂)). Now our assumptions on M(·) imply in particular
that M0 (·) is subquadratic, hence this bound is in O(m̂ω (D/m̂)2 ) = O(m̂ω−2 D2 ) ⊆ O(mω ). This
concludes the complexity analysis.
4. Shifted forms: from reduced to weak Popov
This section proves Theorem 1.3 by generalizing the approach of [42, Sec. 2 and 3], which
focuses on the non-shifted case s = 0. It first uses Gaussian elimination on the 0-leading matrix
of A to find a unimodular matrix U such that UA is in 0-weak Popov form, and then exploits the
specific form of U to compute UA efficiently. Here we extend this approach to arbitrary shifts
and show how to take into account the possible unbalancedness of the row degree of A.
First, we generalize [42, Lem. 8] from s = 0 to an arbitrary s, by describing how U can be
obtained by computing a 0-weak Popov form of the s-leading matrix of A.
Lemma 4.1. Let s ∈ Zn and let A ∈ K[x]m×n be s-reduced with rdeg s (A) nondecreasing. There
exists an invertible lower triangular T ∈ Km×m which can be computed in O(mω−1 n) operations
in K and is such that T lm s (A) is in 0-unordered weak Popov form. For any such matrix T,
• U = X t TX−t has polynomial entries and is unimodular, where t = rdeg s (A),
• rdeg s (UA) = rdeg s (A) and lm s (UA) = T lm s (A),
• UA is in s-unordered weak Popov form.
Proof. Consider the matrix lm s (A)Jn and its generalized Bruhat decomposition lm s (A)Jn = CPR
as defined in [35]: C ∈ Km×m is in column echelon form, R ∈ Km×n is in row echelon form, and
P ∈ Km×m is a permutation matrix. Therefore Jm RJn is in 0-weak Popov form (see the paragraph
before Lemma 2.4 in Section 2.4), and PRJn is in 0-unordered weak Popov form. Since lm s (A)
has full row rank, C is lower triangular and invertible, hence PRJn = C−1 lm s (A) which proves
the existence of T = C−1 . Computing the decomposition costs O(mω−1 n) operations [13, Cor. 25]
while inverting C costs O(mω ) operations. Alternatively, [42, Sec. 3] shows how to compute T
within the same cost bound using an LUP decomposition with a modified pivoting strategy.
For any such matrix T, write T = (T i j )i j and t = (ti )i . Then the entry (i, j) of U is T i j xti −t j .
Thus, U is lower triangular in K(x)m×m with diagonal entries in K \ {0}, and since t = rdeg s (A)
is nondecreasing, U is a unimodular matrix in K[x]m×m .
Now, consider the nonnegative shift u = t − (min(t), . . . , min(t)) ∈ Zm
≥0 , and note that U =
u
X TX−u . (The introduction of u is to circumvent the fact that we have not defined the row
degree of a matrix over the Laurent polynomials, a notion which would be needed if we used X t
rather than Xu in Eq. (4).) Since A is in s-reduced form, the predictable degree property yields
rdeg s (UA) = rdeg t (U) = rdegu (U) + (min(t), . . . , min(t)).

(3)

rdegu (U) = rdeg0 (UXu ) = rdeg0 (Xu T) = u = rdeg s (A) − (min(t), . . . , min(t)),

(4)

On the other hand,

where the third equality follows from the fact that T is a constant matrix with no zero row. Then,
from Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain rdeg s (UA) = rdeg s (A) = t.
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Then, lm s (UA) is formed by the coefficients of nonnegative degree of
X−rdegs (UA) UAX s = X−t UAX s = TX−t AX s .
Since T is constant and lm s (A) is formed by the coefficients of nonnegative degree of X−t AX s ,
we obtain that lm s (UA) = T lm s (A). The third item then directly follows from Lemma 2.4.
Knowing T, and therefore U, the remaining difficulty is to efficiently compute UA. For this,
in the case s = 0, the approach in [42] has a cost bound which involves the maximum degree
d = deg(A) = max(rdeg0 (A)) [42, Thm. 13], and uses the following steps:
• first compute xd X−rdeg0 (A) UA = T(X(d,...,d)−rdeg0 (A) A);
• then scale the rows via the left multiplication by x−d Xrdeg0 (A) .
While the scaling does not use arithmetic operations, the first step asks to multiply the constant
matrix T by an m × n polynomial matrix of degree d: this costs O(mω−1 nd) operations in K.
Such a cost would not allow us to reach our target bound for the computation of characteristic
polynomials, since d may be too large, namely when A has unbalanced row degrees.
Below, we refine the approach to better conform with the row degrees of A. This leads to
an improvement of the above cost bound to O(mω−1 n(1 + D/m)) where D = |rdeg0 (A)|, thus
involving the average row degree of A instead of its maximum degree d. For this, we follow the
strategy of splitting the rows of A into subsets having degrees in prescribed intervals; when these
intervals get further away from the average row degree of A, the corresponding subset contains
a smaller number of rows. Earlier works using a similar strategy such as [54], [58, Sec. 2.6], and
[22, Sec. 4], are not directly applicable to the problem here. Furthermore, we exploit the fact that
A has nondecreasing row degree and that T has a lower triangular shape to avoid logarithmic
factors in the cost bound. This results in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 ReducedToWeakPopov(A, s)
Input: a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×n , a shift s ∈ Zn such that A is in s-reduced form.
Output: an s-weak Popov form of A.
1: . Step 1: Ensure nonnegative shift and nondecreasing s-row degree /
2: ŝ ∈ Zn≥0 ← s − (min(s), . . . , min(s))
3: (B, t) ∈ K[x]m×n × Zm
≥0 ← matrix B obtained from A by row permutation such that the tuple
t = rdeg ŝ (B) is nondecreasing
4: . Step 2: Compute the factor T in the unimodular transformation U = X t TX−t /
5: L ∈ Km×n ← lm ŝ (B), that is, the entry (i, j) of L is the coefficient of degree ti − s j of the
entry (i, j) of B, where ŝ = (s1 , . . . , sn ) and t = (t1 , . . . , tm )
6: T ∈ Km×m ← invertible lower triangular matrix such that TL is in 0-unordered weak Popov
form
. can be computed via a generalized Bruhat decomposition, see Lemma 4.1
7: . Step 3: Compute the product P = UB /
8: D ← t1 + · · · + tm ; K ← blog2 (mtm /D)c + 1
. K = min{k ∈ Z>0 | tm < 2k D/m}
k
9: i0 ← 0; ik ← max{i | ti < 2 D/m} for 1 ≤ k ≤ K
. 0 = i0 < i1 ≤ · · · ≤ iK−1 < iK = m
10: P ← zero matrix in K[x]m×n
11: for k from 1 to K do
12:
R ← {ik−1 + 1, . . . , m}; C ← {ik−1 + 1, . . . , ik }; θ ← tik = max(t C )
13:
PR,∗ ← PR,∗ + X t R −(θ,...,θ) TR,C X(θ,...,θ)−t C BC,∗
14: return the row permutation of P which has increasing ŝ-pivot index
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. The first step builds a nonnegative shift ŝ which only differs from s by
an additive constant, and builds a matrix B which is a row permutation of A; hence any ŝ-weak
Popov form of B is an s-weak Popov form of A. Since the ŝ-row degree t of B is nondecreasing,
the construction of T at Step 2 ensures that the matrix U = X t TX−t ∈ K[x]m×m is unimodular
and such that UB is in ŝ-unordered weak Popov form, according to Lemma 4.1. Thus, for the
correctness, it remains to prove that the matrix P computed at Step 3 is P = UB.
Using notation from the algorithm, define Ck = {ik−1 + 1, . . . , ik } for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. The Ck ’s
are pairwise disjoint and such that {1, . . . , m} = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ CK . Then, slicing the columns of T
according to these sets of column indices, we obtain
X
UB = X t TX−t B =
X t T∗,Ck X−t Ck BCk ,∗ .
1≤k≤K

Furthermore, since T is lower triangular, all rows of T∗,Ck with index not in Rk = {ik−1 + 1, . . . , m}
are zero. Hence, more precisely,
UB =

X "
1≤k≤K

X t Rk

#
0ik−1 ×n
.
TRk ,Ck X−t Ck BCk ,∗

This formula corresponds to the slicing of the product P = X t TX−t B in blocks as follows:

 ∗
 ∗ ∗





X

t Rk


 
 
 
 
 
 



∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗
∗
∗ TRk ,Ck
∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗


  ∗
 
∗
 
 
 
 
 
 

X−t Ck
∗
∗


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


∗
∗
BCk ,∗
∗
∗






 .




The for loop at Step 3 computes P by following this formula, hence P = UB. (Note indeed
that the scaling by (θ, . . . , θ) in the algorithm can be simplified away and is just there to avoid
computing with Laurent polynomials.)
Concerning the complexity bound, we first note that the quantity D defined in the algorithm
is the same as that in Theorem 1.3; indeed, rdeg ŝ (B) = rdeg s (B) − (min(s), . . . , min(s)), hence
D = t1 + · · · + tm = |rdeg ŝ (B)| = |rdeg s (B)| − m · min(s) = |rdeg s (A)| − m · min(s).
By Lemma 4.1, Step 2 uses O(mω−1 n) operations. As for Step 3, its cost follows from bounds on
the cardinalities of Ck and Rk . Precisely, we have Ck ⊆ Rk , and min(Rk ) > ik−1 implies that each
P
entry of the subtuple t Rk is at least 2k−1 D/m. Hence #Rk · 2k−1 D/m ≤ i∈Rk ti ≤ t1 + · · · + tm = D,
k−1
and #Ck ≤ #Rk ≤ m/2 .
Then, in the product X t Rk −(θ,...,θ) TRk ,Ck X(θ,...,θ)−t Ck BCk ,∗ , the left multiplication by X t Rk −(θ,...,θ)
does not use arithmetic operations; the matrix TRk ,Ck is over K and has at most m/2k−1 rows and
at most m/2k−1 columns; and the matrix X(θ,...,θ)−t Ck BCk ,∗ is over K[x] and has n columns and at
most m/2k−1 rows. Furthermore, the latter matrix has degree at most θ: indeed, ŝ ≥ 0 implies
that t = rdeg ŝ (B) ≥ rdeg0 (B), hence in particular t Ck ≥ rdeg0 (BCk ,∗ ). Recall that θ = tik ≤ 2k D/m
holds, by definition of θ and ik . From these bounds on the dimensions and the degrees of the
involved matrices, and using the fact that m/2k−1 ≤ m ≤ n, it follows that computing the product
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X t Rk −(θ,...,θ) (TRk ,Ck (X(θ,...,θ)−t Ck BCk ,∗ )) uses O((m/2k−1 )ω−1 n(θ+1)) ⊆ O((m/2k−1 )ω−1 n(2k D/m+1))
operations in K. Thus, since ω > 2, the cost of Step 3 is






!
 X

 X


 X  m ω−1 2k D

ω−1
k(1−ω)
ω−2
k(2−ω)











+
m
n
2
m
nD
2
⊆
O
+
1
n
O 











k−1
m
2
1≤k≤K
1≤k≤K
1≤k≤K


⊆ O mω−2 nD + mω−1 n .
5. Shifted forms: from weak Popov to Popov
This section culminates in Section 5.5 with the description of Algorithm WeakPopovToPopov
and a proof of Theorem 1.4. Based on [42, Lem. 14] (which extends to the shifted case), the result
in Theorem 1.4 can easily be used to solve the same problem in the rectangular case with an m×n
matrix A; while this is carried out in Algorithm WeakPopovToPopov, it is out of the main scope
of this paper and thus for conciseness we only give a cost analysis in the case m = n.
Our approach is to obtain the −s-Popov form of A from a shifted reduced kernel basis of
some matrix F built from A. This fact is substantiated in Section 5.1, which also proves that we
have precise a priori information on the degrees of this sought kernel basis.
A folklore method for kernel basis computation is to find an approximant basis at an order
sufficiently large so that it contains a kernel basis as a submatrix. More precisely, assuming we
know a list of bounds s such that there exists a basis of K(F) with column degree bounded by s,
the following algorithm computes such a kernel basis which is furthermore −s-reduced:
• γ ← cdeg s (F) + 1;
• M ← basis of Aγ (F) in −s-reduced form;
• return the submatrix of M formed by its rows with nonpositive −s-degree.
The idea is that any row p of M is such that pF = 0 mod Xγ , and if it further satisfies cdeg(p) ≤ s
then cdeg(pF) ≤ cdeg s (F) < γ, so that pF = 0 holds. Here the complexity mainly depends on
|s| and |cdeg s (F)|, quantities that are often large in which case the algorithm of Zhou et al. [58]
is more efficient. Nevertheless there are cases, such as the one arising in this section, where both
sums are controlled, and elaborating over this approach leads to an efficient algorithm.
In order to propose Algorithm KnownDegreeKernelBasis in Section 5.4, efficiently computing the kernel basis using essentially a single call to PM-Basis, we transform the input into one
with a balanced shift and a balanced order. Here and in what follows, for a nonnegative tuple
t ∈ Zn≥0 , we say that t is balanced if max(t) ∈ O(|t|/n), meaning that the maximum entry in t is
not much larger than the average of all entries of t. Section 5.2 deals with the shifts by describing
a transformation of the input inspired from [46, Sec. 3], allowing us to reduce to the case of a
shift s whose entries are balanced. Section 5.3 deals with balancing the order γ by performing
the overlapping partial linearization of [46, Sec. 2].
For the latter transformation, as noted above, we assume that there exists a basis of the considered kernel whose column degree is bounded by s, or equivalently that −s-reduced kernel bases
have nonpositive −s-row degree. On the other hand, for the first transformation we must ensure
that −s-reduced kernel bases have nonnegative −s-row degree. Thus our algorithm works under
the requirement that −s-reduced bases of K(F) have −s-row degree exactly 0, hence its name.
This is a restriction compared to [56, Algo. 1] which only assumes that −s-reduced bases of K(F)
have nonpositive −s-row degree and has to perform several approximant basis computations to
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recover the whole kernel basis, as outlined in the introduction. In short, we have managed to exploit the fact that we have better a priori knowledge of degrees in kernel bases than in the context
of [56], leading to a faster kernel computation which, when used in our determinant algorithm,
brings no logarithmic factor in the complexity.
5.1. Normalization via kernel basis computation
We normalize the matrix A into its −s-Popov form P using a kernel basis computation, an approach already used in a context similar to ours in the non-shifted case in [42, Lem. 19]. Roughly,
this stems from the fact that the identity UA = P with a unimodular U can be rewritten as
h
i" A #
U P
= 0;
−Im
and that, for a well-chosen shift, one retrieves [U P] as a shifted reduced kernel basis. The next
statement gives a choice of shift suited to our situation, and describes the degree profile of such
kernel bases. The focus on the shift −δ comes from the fact that any −δ-reduced form R of A is
only a constant transformation away from being the −s-Popov form P of A [see 26, Lem. 4.1].
Lemma 5.1. Let s ∈ Zm , let A ∈ K[x]m×m be in −s-weak Popov form, let δ ∈ Zm
≥0 be the −spivot degree of A, and assume that s ≥ δ. Let R be a −δ-weak Popov form of A
h and
i let U be the
unimodular matrix such that UA = R. Let further d = (s−δ, δ) ∈ Z2m and F = −IAm ∈ K[x]2m×m .
Then,
• the −d-pivot profile of [U R] is (m + j, δ j )1≤ j≤m ,
• [U R] is in −d-weak Popov form with rdeg−d ([U R]) = 0 and cdeg([U R]) ≤ d,
• [U R] is a basis of K(F).
Proof. First, we prove that R has −δ-pivot degree δ; note that this implies rdeg−δ (R) = 0 and
cdeg(R) = δ since R is in −δ-weak Popov form. Lemma 2.5 shows that the −s-Popov form
P of A has the same −s-pivot degree as A, that is, δ. Hence, by definition of Popov forms,
cdeg(P) = δ. Then, [26, Lem. 4.1] states that P is also in −δ-Popov form. Since R is a −δ-weak
Popov form of P, by Lemma 2.5 it has the same −δ-pivot degree as P, that is, δ.
Now, by the predictable degree property and since rdeg−s (A) = −s + δ,
rdeg−s+δ (U) = rdeg−s (UA) = rdeg−s (R) ≤ rdeg−δ (R) = 0,
where the inequality holds because −s ≤ −δ. Thus, by choice of d, the −d-pivot entries of [U R]
are the −δ-pivot entries of its submatrix R; this proves the first item.
Then, the second item follows: the matrix [U R] is in −d-weak Popov form since its −dpivot index is increasing; its −d-row degree is equal to the −δ-row degree of R which is 0; and
rdeg−d ([U R]) = 0 implies cdeg([U R]) ≤ d by Lemma 2.1.
Let [K1 K2 ] ∈ K[x]m×2m be a basis K(F) (it has m = 2m − m rows since F is 2m × m and has
rank m). Since UA = R, the rows of [U R] are in this kernel. As a result, there exists a matrix
V ∈ K[x]m×m such that [U R] = V[K1 K2 ]. In particular, U = VK1 , and since U is unimodular,
this implies that V is unimodular as well. Thus, the basis [K1 K2 ] is unimodularly equivalent to
[U R], and the latter matrix is also a basis of K(F).
One may note similarities with [27, Lem. 5.1], which is about changing the shift of reduced
forms via kernel basis computations. Here, we consider A in −s-reduced form and are interested
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in its −δ-reduced forms R: we change −s into −δ = −s + (s − δ), with a nonnegative difference
s − δ ≥ 0. Still, the above lemma does not follow from [27] since here the origin shift −s is
nonpositive and thus we cannot directly incorporate it in the matrix F by considering AX−s .
The next corollary uses notation from Lemma 5.1 and shows how to obtain the −s-Popov
form of A via a −d-reduced basis of the kernel of F. Then Sections 5.2 to 5.4 focus on the
efficient computation of such a kernel basis.
Corollary 5.2. Let [Û R̂] ∈ K[x]m×2m be a −d-reduced basis of K(F). Then, R̂ is a −δ-reduced
form of A, and P = (lm−δ (R̂))−1 R̂ is the −s-Popov form of A.
Proof. It suffices to prove that R̂ is a −δ-reduced form of A; then, the conclusion follows from
[26, Lem. 4.1]. Both matrices [Û R̂] and [U R] are −d-reduced and thus have the same −d-row
degree up to permutation. Lemma 5.1 yields rdeg−d ([U R]) = 0, hence rdeg−d ([Û R̂]) = 0. In
particular, since −d = (δ − s, −δ), we have rdeg−δ (R̂) ≤ 0.
We conclude by applying Lemma 2.3 to the row space of A, which has rank m, and which
has a basis R in −δ-reduced form with −δ-row degree 0. From ÛA = R̂, we obtain that the rows
of R̂ are in this row space. This identity also implies that R̂ has rank m, otherwise there would
exist a nonzero vector in the left kernel of R̂, which would also be in the left kernel of Û since
A is nonsingular, hence it would be in the left kernel of the full row rank matrix [Û R̂]. The
assumptions of the lemma are satisfied, and thus R̂ is a −δ-reduced form of A.
5.2. Reducing to the case of balanced pivot degree
Here, we show that the output column partial linearization, used previously in algorithms for
approximant bases and generalizations of them [46, Sec. 3], [55, 26], can be applied to kernel
computations when the sought kernel basis has nonnegative shifted row degree. The main effect
of this transformation is to make the shift and output degrees more balanced, while preserving
most other properties of (s, F). The transformation itself, defined below, is essentially a columnwise xδ -adic expansion for a well-chosen integer parameter δ.
Definition 5.3. Let s = (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∈ Zm
≥0 , and let δ ∈ Z>0 . For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, write s j =
(α j − 1)δ + β j with α j = ds j /δe and 1 ≤ β j ≤ δ if s j , 0, and α j = 1 and β j = 0 if s j = 0. Define
m = α1 + · · · + αm , and the expansion-compression matrix E ∈ K[x]m×m as
 1
 xδ
 .
 ..
 (α1 −1)δ
 x
E = 





..

.
1
xδ

..
.

x

(αm −1)δ







 .






Define also
s = ( δ, . . . , δ, β1 , . . . , δ, . . . , δ, βm ) ∈ Zm
≥0 .
| {z }
| {z }
α1

k×m

αm

In this context, for a matrix K ∈ K[x] , we define the column partial linearization of K as the
unique matrix K ∈ K[x]k×m such that K = KE and all the columns of K whose index is not in
{α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m} have degree less than δ.
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We use the notation in this definition in all of Section 5.2. More explicitly, K = [K1 · · · Km ]
where K j ∈ K[x]k×α j is the unique matrix such that

K∗, j





= K j 



1
xδ
..
.

x







(α j −1)δ 

and the first α j − 1 columns of K j have degree less than δ.
This construction originates from [46, Sec. 3], where it was designed for approximant basis
computations, in order to make the shift more balanced at the cost of a small increase of the
dimension; this is stated in Lemma 5.4. As mentioned above, several slightly different versions
of this column partial linearization have been given in the literature: each version requires some
minor adaptations of the original construction to match the context. Here, in order to benefit from
properties proved in [28, Sec. 5.1], we follow the construction in [28, Lem. 5.2]: one can check
that Definition 5.3 is a specialization of the construction in that reference, for the shift −s ∈ Zm
≤0
and taking the second parameter to be t = max(−s) so that t = −s − max(−s) + t = −s.
Lemma 5.4. The entries of s are in {0, 1, . . . , δ}. Furthermore, if δ ≥ |s|/m, then m ≤ m ≤ 2m.
Proof. The first remark is obvious. For the second one, note that 1 ≤ α j ≤ 1 + s j /δ holds by
construction, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Hence m ≤ m ≤ m + |s|/δ ≤ 2m.
Importantly, this column partial linearization behaves well with respect to shifted row degrees
and shifted reduced forms.
Lemma 5.5. Let K ∈ K[x]k×m with rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0, and let K ∈ K[x]k×m be its column partial
linearization. Then, row degrees are preserved: rdeg−s (K) = rdeg−s (K). Furthermore, if K is in
−s-weak Popov form, then K is in −s-weak Popov form.
Proof. We show that this follows from the second item in [28, Lem. 5.2]; as noted above, the
shift t = (t1 , . . . , tm ) in that reference corresponds to −s = (−s1 , . . . , −sm ) here. Let (πi , δi )1≤i≤k
denote the −s-pivot profile of K. By definition of the −s-pivot index and degree, rdeg−s (K) =
(δi − sπi )1≤i≤k , hence our assumption rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0 means that δi ≥ sπi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, we
can apply [28, Lem. 5.2] to each row of K, from which we conclude that K has −s-pivot profile
(α1 + · · · + απi , δi − sπi + βπi )1≤i≤k .
First, since the entry of −s at index α1 + · · · + απi is −βπi , this implies that
rdeg−s (K) = (δi − sπi + βπi − βπi )1≤i≤k = (δi − sπi )1≤i≤k = rdeg−s (K).
Furthermore, if K is in −s-weak Popov form, then (πi )1≤i≤k is increasing, hence (α1 +· · ·+απi )1≤i≤k
is increasing as well and K is in −s-weak Popov form.
Remark 5.6. One may further note the following properties:
• Writing lm−s (K) = [L∗,1 · · · L∗,m ] ∈ Kk×m , we have
lm−s (K) = [ 0 · · · 0 L∗,1 · · · 0 · · · 0 L∗,m ] ∈ Kk×m .
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
α1

αm
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• If K is in −s-Popov form, then K is in −s-Popov form.
These properties are not used here, but for reference we provide a proof in Appendix A.
We will also need properties for the converse operation, going from some matrix P ∈ K[x]m×m
to its compression PE.
Lemma 5.7. Let P ∈ K[x]k×m have −s-pivot profile (πi , δi )1≤i≤k and assume πi = α1 + · · · + α ji
for some ji ∈ Z>0 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then, rdeg−s (PE) = rdeg−s (P), and PE has −s-pivot profile
( ji , δi + (α ji − 1)δ)1≤i≤k = ( ji , δi + s ji − β ji )1≤i≤k .
If P is in −s-weak Popov form, then PE is in −s-weak Popov form.
Proof. The −s-pivot profile of PE is directly obtained by applying the first item in [28, Lem. 5.2]
to each row of P. From this −s-pivot profile, we get
rdeg−s (PE) = (δi + s ji − β ji − s ji )1≤i≤k = (δi − β ji )1≤i≤k .
On the other hand, since the entry of −s at index α1 + · · · + α ji is −β ji , the −s-pivot profile of P
yields rdeg−s (P) = (δi − β ji )1≤i≤k . Thus, rdeg−s (PE) = rdeg−s (P). Now, if P is in −s-weak Popov
form, then (α1 + · · · + α ji )1≤i≤k is increasing, which implies that ( ji )1≤i≤k is increasing. As a result,
PE is in −s-weak Popov form, since ( ji )1≤i≤k is the −s-pivot index of PE.
Our approach for computing the kernel of F is based on the fact that if K is a basis of K(F)
and K is its column partial linearization, then KF = KEF = 0. This identity shows that the
kernel K(EF) contains the rows of K, so we may hope to recover K, and thus K = KE, from a
basis of K(EF); the main advantage is that the latter basis is computed with the balanced shift
−s. Note that a basis of K(EF) does not straightforwardly yield K, at least because this kernel
also contains K(E). In Lemma 5.8 we exhibit a basis S for K(E), and then in Lemma 5.9 we
show that K(EF) is generated by K and S. We also give properties which allow us, from a basis
of K(EF), to easily recover a basis K of K(F) which has the sought form (see Lemma 5.11).
Lemma 5.8. The matrix S = diag(S1 , . . . , Sm ) ∈ K[x](m−m)×m , where
 δ
 x

S j = 


−1
..
.

..
x

.

δ

−1




 ∈ K[x](α j −1)×α j


for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is the 0-Popov basis of the kernel K(E). Furthermore, S is also in −s-Popov form,
it has −s-row degree 0, and its −s-pivot profile is (α1 + · · · + α j−1 + i, δ)1≤i<α j ,1≤ j≤m .
Proof. By construction, SE = 0 and S is in 0-Popov form. Besides, S has rank m − m, which is
the rank of K(E) since E has rank m. Now, observe that there is no nonzero vector of degree less
than δ in the left kernel of the vector [1 xδ · · · x(α j −1)δ ]T , and thus there is no nonzero vector
of degree less than δ in K(E). It follows that S is a basis of K(E). Indeed, if K ∈ K[x](m−m)×m is
a basis of K(E) in 0-reduced form, then rdeg(K) ≥ (δ, . . . , δ). Since SE = 0, we have S = UK
for some nonsingular U ∈ K[x](m−m)×(m−m) . By the predictable degree property,
(δ, . . . , δ) = rdeg(S) = rdeg(UK) = rdegrdeg(K) (U) ≥ rdeg(U) + (δ, . . . , δ),
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hence U is constant. Thus U is unimodular, and S is a basis of K(E).
Now consider j such that α j > 1, and write t = (−δ, . . . , −δ, −β j ) ∈ Zα j . Then, the definition
of α j and β j , notably the fact that −β j < 0, ensures that S j is in t-Popov form with t-pivot degree
(δ, . . . , δ) and t-pivot index (1, . . . , α j − 1). The conclusion about S follows.
Lemma 5.9. Let F ∈ K[x]m×n . The following properties hold.
(i) Column degrees are preserved: cdeg s (EF) = cdeg s (F).
(ii) The kernels of F and EF are related by K(EF)E = K(F).
(iii) Let K ∈ K[x]k×m be a basis of K(F) (hence k = m − rank(F)), and let K ∈ K[x]k×m be any
matrix such that K = KE. Then,
" #
K
B=
(5)
∈ K[x](k+m−m)×m
S
is a basis of K(EF), where S is the matrix defined in Lemma 5.8.
(iv) Assume that rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0 and that K is the column partial linearization of K. Then,
rdeg−s (B) = (rdeg−s (K), 0), and if K is in −s-weak Popov form, then B is in −s-unordered
weak Popov form.
Proof. (i) By definition, cdeg s (EF) = cdeg(X s EF) and cdeg s (F) = cdeg(X s F). Since the matrix
 Xδ

 ..
 (α .−1)δ
 X 1s
 X 1
..
X s E = 
.














δ
X
.. 
. 
X (αm −1)δ
X sm

has column degree s and contains X s as a subset of its rows, we get cdeg(X s EF) = cdeg(X s F).
(ii) For any vector p ∈ K(EF), we have pEF = 0, which means pE ∈ K(F). Conversely,
from any p ∈ K(F) we can construct q ∈ K[x]1×m such that qE = p since E has the identity as a
subset of its rows; then, qEF = pF = 0, which means q ∈ K(EF).
(iii) We recall that, by Lemma 5.8, S is a basis of K(E). The rows of B are in K(EF), since
SEF = 0 and KEF = KF = 0. Now, we want to prove that any u ∈ K(EF) is a K[x]-linear
combination of the rows of B. By Item (ii), uE ∈ K(F); thus uE = vK = vKE for some
v ∈ K[x]1×k . Therefore u − vK ∈ K(E), and it follows that u − vK = wS for some w ∈ K[x]1×m .
This yields u = [v w]B.
(iv) Since rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0, we can apply Lemma 5.5, which yields rdeg−s (K) = rdeg−s (K),
hence rdeg−s (B) = (rdeg−s (K), 0). Now, if K is in −s-weak Popov form, then Lemma 5.5 shows
that K is in −s-weak Popov form and that all entries of its −s-pivot index are in {α1 + · · · + αi , 1 ≤
i ≤ m}. Besides, by Lemma 5.8, S is in −s-Popov form with a −s-pivot index which is disjoint
from {α1 + · · · + αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Hence B is in −s-unordered weak Popov form.
Remark 5.10. Similarly to Item (iv), one may observe that if K is in −s-reduced form, then B
is in −s-reduced form; and that if K is in −s-Popov form, then B is in −s-Popov form up to row
permutation. These points will not be used here; for reference a proof is given in Appendix A.
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Finally, we combine the above results to show that one can compute a basis of K(F) by
computing a −s-weak Popov basis of K(EF) and taking a submatrix of it.
Lemma 5.11. Let F ∈ K[x]m×n and let r = m − rank(F) be the rank of K(EF). Assume that
−s-reduced bases of K(F) have nonnegative −s-row degree. Let Q ∈ K[x]r×m be a −s-weak
Popov basis of K(EF). Let P ∈ K[x]k×m be the submatrix of the rows of Q whose −s-pivot index
is in {α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. Then, PE is a −s-weak Popov basis of K(F).
Proof. We first prove that the number of rows of PE is the rank of K(F), that is, k = m − rank(F).
Indeed, by Item (iv) of Lemma 5.9, the −s-pivot index of the −s-Popov basis of K(EF) contains
the −s-pivot index of S. By Lemma 5.8, the latter is the tuple formed by the integers in the set
{1, . . . , m} \ {α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m} sorted in increasing order. Since P is the submatrix of the
rows of Q whose −s-pivot index is not in this set, P has k = r − (m − m) = m − rank(F) rows.
Now, by construction, P is in −s-weak Popov form and its −s-pivot index has entries in
{α1 + · · · + αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Thus we can apply Lemma 5.7; it ensures that PE is in −s-weak Popov
form and that rdeg−s (PE) = rdeg−s (P).
It remains to prove that PE is a basis of K(F). Let K ∈ Kk×m be the −s-Popov basis of
K(F), and let K ∈ Kk×m be its column partial linearization. Let d = rdeg−s (K), which has
nonnegative entries by assumption. Then, according to Lemma 5.5, K is in −s-weak Popov form,
and rdeg−s (K) = d. Then, we define B ∈ K(k+m−m)×m as in Eq. (5); by Item (iv) of Lemma 5.9,
the matrix B is a −s-unordered weak Popov basis of K(EF).
Then, Lemma 2.5 shows that Q has the same −s-pivot profile as the row permutation of B
which is in −s-weak Popov form. Since P (resp. K) is the submatrix of the rows of Q (resp. B)
whose −s-pivot index is in {α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, and since both P and K are in −s-weak
Popov form, it follows that P and K have the same −s-pivot profile. In particular, we have
rdeg−s (P) = rdeg−s (K) = d, from which we get rdeg−s (PE) = d. According to Lemma 2.3, since
the rows of PE are in K(F), this implies that PE is a basis of K(F).
5.3. Reducing to the case of a balanced order
Now we apply the overlapping partial linearization of [46, Sec. 2], more precisely the version
in [28, Sec. 5.2] which supports arbitrary γ as showed in the definition below that we recall for
completeness. In the next lemma, we will show that the sought kernel basis can be retrieved as a
submatrix of an approximant basis for the transformed problem.
Definition 5.12 ([46, 28]). Let γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) ∈ Zn>0 , let F ∈l K[x]mm×n with cdeg(F) < γ, and
let µ ∈ Z>0 . Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let γi = αi µ + βi with αi = γµi − 1 and 1 ≤ βi ≤ µ. Let also
n = max(α1 − 1, 0) + · · · + max(αn − 1, 0), and define
Lµ (γ) = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) ∈ Zn+n
>0 ,
where γi = (2µ, . . . , 2µ, µ + βi ) ∈ Zα>0i if αi > 1 and γi = γi otherwise. Considering the ith column
of F, we write its xµ -adic representation as
(1) µ
(αi ) αi µ
F∗,i = F(0)
∗,i + F∗,i x + · · · + F∗,i x
(1)
(αi )
where cdeg([F(0)
∗,i F∗,i · · · F∗,i ]) < (µ, . . . , µ, βi ).

If αi > 1, we define
h
(1) µ
F∗,i = F(0)
∗,i + F∗,i x

(2) µ
F(1)
∗,i + F∗,i x

···
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i
(αi ) µ
i −1)
∈ K[x]m×αi
F(α
+
F
x
∗,i
∗,i

and Ji = [0 Iαi −1 ] ∈ K[x](αi −1)×αi , and otherwise we let F∗,i = F∗,i and Ji ∈ K[x]0×1 . Then,

F∗,1
 J1

Lγ,µ (F) = 




F∗,2
J2

···
..

.


F∗,n 



 ∈ K[x](m+n)×(n+n)



Jn

is called the overlapping linearization of F with respect to γ and µ.
Lemma 5.13. Let F ∈ K[x]m×n , and let s ∈ Zm
≥0 be such that there exists a basis of K(F) with
nonpositive −s-row degree. Let µ ∈ Z>0 with µ > max(s), t = (s, µ − 1, . . . , µ − 1) ∈ Zm+n
≥0 , and
γ ∈ Zn>0 with γ ≥ cdeg s (F)+1. Let M ∈ K[x](m+n)×(m+n) be a −t-reduced basis of ALµ (γ) (Lγ,µ (F)).
Then, exactly k = m − rank(F) rows of M have nonpositive −t-degree, and the first m columns of
these rows form a matrix K ∈ K[x]k×m which is a −s-reduced basis of K(F). Besides, if M is in
−t-weak Popov form, then K is in −s-weak Popov form.
Proof. Let [K Q] be the submatrix of M formed by its rows of nonpositive −t-degree, where
K ∈ K[x]k×m and Q ∈ K[x]k×n ; we have 0 ≤ k ≤ m + n. By choice of t, from rdeg−t ([K Q]) ≤ 0
we get deg(Q) < µ and rdeg−s (K) ≤ 0.
In particular, deg(K) ≤ max(s) < µ: applying the second item in [28, Lem. 5.6] to each
row of [K Q] shows that rdeg(Q) < rdeg(K) and that the rows of K are in Aγ (F), that is,
KF = 0 mod Xγ . On the other hand, cdeg(K) ≤ s implies that cdeg(KF) ≤ cdeg s (F) < γ, hence
KF = 0, i.e. the rows of K are in K(F). This implies that the rank of K is at most the rank of the
module K(F), i.e. rank(K) ≤ m − r where r = rank(F).
Furthermore, from rdeg(Q) < rdeg(K) and max(s) < µ we obtain
rdeg−s (K) ≥ rdeg(K) − max(s) > rdeg(Q) − µ + 1 = rdeg(−µ+1,...,−µ+1) (Q),
hence by choice of t we have lm−t ([K Q]) = [lm−s (K) 0]. Since this matrix is a subset of
the rows of the nonsingular matrix lm−t (M), it has full row rank, and thus lm−s (K) has full row
rank. This shows that K is in −s-reduced form, and that k = rank(K). If M is furthermore
in −t-weak Popov form, then [K Q] is in −t-weak Popov form as well; then, the identity
lm−t ([K Q]) = [lm−s (K) 0] shows that the −t-pivot entries of [K Q] are all located in K,
hence K is in −s-weak Popov form.
It remains to prove that k = m − r and that the rows of K generate K(F).
By assumption, there exists a basis P ∈ K[x](m−r)×m of K(F) such that cdeg(P) ≤ s. In
particular, the rows of P are in Aγ (F), and applying the first item of [28, Lem. 5.6] to each of
these rows shows that there exists a matrix R ∈ K[x](m−r)×n with rdeg(R) < rdeg(P) and such
that the rows of [P R] are in ALµ (γ) (Lγ,µ (F)). Thus, [P R] is a left multiple of M.
A key remark now is that rdeg−t ([P R]) ≤ 0. Indeed, by Lemma 2.1 rdeg−s (P) ≤ 0 follows
from cdeg(P) ≤ s, and we have
deg(R) < deg(P) = max(cdeg(P)) ≤ max(s) < µ.
Thus, since M is −t-reduced, the predictable degree property ensures that [P R] is a left multiple
of M which does not involve the rows of M of positive −t-degree, i.e. a left multiple of [K Q].
In particular, P is a left multiple of K: there exists a matrix V ∈ K[x](m−r)×k such that VK = P.
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Since P has rank m − r, we obtain k ≥ m − r, hence k = m − r. On the other hand, since the
rows of K are in K(F), there exists a matrix W ∈ K[x]k×k such that WP = K. It follows that
P = VWP, and since P has full row rank this implies VW = Ik . This means that P and K are left
unimodularly equivalent, hence K is a basis of K(F), which concludes the proof.
5.4. Computing kernel bases with known pivot degree
After applying the transformations presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we are left with the
computation of an approximant basis for a balanced order Lµ (γ) and a balanced shift −s: this is
done efficiently by PM-Basis, designed in [21] as an improvement of [3, Algo. SPHPS]. Here,
we use the version in [28, Algo. 2] which ensures that the output basis is in −s-weak Popov form.
Algorithm 4 KnownDegreeKernelBasis(F, s)
Input: a matrix F ∈ K[x]m×n , and a nonnegative shift s ∈ Zm
≥0 .
Requirement: −s-reduced bases of K(F) have −s-row degree 0.
Output: a −s-weak Popov basis of K(F).
1: . Step 1: Output column partial linearization /
2: δ ← dD/me ∈ Z>0 , where D = max(|s|, |cdeg s (F)|, 1)
3: Apply Definition 5.3 to (s, δ) to obtain the parameters and expansion-compression matrix:
m
m×m
(α1 , . . . , αm ) ∈ Zm
>0 , m ∈ Z>0 , s ∈ Z≥0 , E ∈ K[x]
4: . Step 2: Overlapping partial linearization /
5: γ ← cdeg s (F) + 1 ∈ Zn>0
. order for approximation, equal to cdeg s (EF) + 1
6: Apply Definition 5.12 to (γ, EF, δ + 1) to obtain the order Lδ+1 (γ) ∈ Zn+n
>0 and the matrix
(m+n)×(n+n)
Lγ,δ+1 (EF) ∈ K[x]
7: . Step 3: Compute −t-weak Popov basis of ALδ+1 (γ) (Lγ,δ+1 (EF)) /
8: t ← (s, δ, . . . , δ) ∈ Zm+n
≥0
9: Γ ← max(Lδ+1 (γ)); G = Lγ,δ+1 (EF)X(Γ,...,Γ)−Lδ+1 (γ)
. use uniform order (Γ, . . . , Γ)
10: M ∈ K[x](m+n)×(m+n) ← PM-Basis(Γ, G, −t)
11: . Step 4: Deduce first −s-weak Popov basis of K(EF), then −s-weak Popov basis of K(F) /
12: Q ∈ K[x]k×m ← first m columns of the rows of M which have nonpositive −t-degree
13: P ∈ K[x]k×m ← the rows of Q whose −s-pivot index is in {α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
14: return PE
Proposition 5.14. Algorithm 4 is correct. Let D = max(|s|, |cdeg s (F)|, 1). Then, assuming m ≥ n
and using notation from the algorithm, its cost is bounded by the sum of:
• the cost of performing PM-Basis at order at most 2dD/me + 2 on an input matrix of row
dimension m + n ≤ 3m and column dimension n + n ≤ 2m;
• O(m2 ) extra operations in K.
Thus, Algorithm 4 uses O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations in K.
Proof. Using the assumption that −s-reduced bases of K(F) have −s-row degree 0 along with
Item (iv) of Lemma 5.9 shows that the −s-reduced bases of K(EF) have −s-row degree 0. Thus,
we can apply Lemma 5.13 to (EF, s, µ, γ) with µ = δ + 1 > max(s) and γ = cdeg s (EF) + 1,
which is γ = cdeg s (F) + 1 according to Item (i) of Lemma 5.9. Note that M is a −t-weak Popov
basis of A(Γ,...,Γ) (G) = ALδ+1 (γ) (Lγ,δ+1 (EF)) (see e.g. [28, Rmk. 3.3] for this approach to make the
order uniform). Then, Lemma 5.13 states that the matrix Q at Line 12 has k = m − rank(EF) =
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m − rank(F) rows and is a −s-weak Popov basis of K(EF). Then, by Lemma 5.11, PE is a
−s-weak Popov basis of K(F), hence the correctness.
For the cost analysis, we assume m ≥ n, and we start by summarizing bounds on the dimensions and degrees at play. Lemma 5.4 yields m ≤ m ≤ 2m, while Item (i) of Lemma 5.9 ensures
cdeg s (EF) = cdeg s (F). Each entry of Lδ+1 (γ) is at most 2(δ + 1) = 2dD/me + 2, by construction.
Writing γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ), by Definition 5.12 we have
 γ
 
 γ
 
γ1
γn
|γ|
1
n
n = max
− 1 , 0 + · · · + max
− 1 ,0 ≤
+ ··· +
=
.
δ+1
δ+1
δ+1
δ+1 δ+1
Since |γ| = |cdeg s (F)| + n ≤ D + m, and since δ + 1 ≥ (D + m)/m, it follows that n ≤ m. Besides,
rdeg−s (P) ≤ 0 by construction, so that cdeg(P) ≤ s by Lemma 2.1.
The only steps that involve operations in K are the call to PM-Basis at Line 10 and the
multiplication PE at Line 14. The construction of E and the inequality cdeg(P) ≤ s imply that
the product PE mainly involves concatenating vectors of coefficients; concerning operations in
K, there are m − m columns of P for which we may add the constant term of that column to
the term of degree δ of the previous column. Therefore Line 14 has cost bound O(mk); since
m ≤ 2m and k ≤ m this is in O(m2 ). At Line 10, we call the approximant basis subroutine PMBasis discussed in Section 2.5; since Γ = max(Lδ+1 (γ)) is at most 2dD/me + 2 ∈ O(1 + D/m),
Lemma 2.9 states that this call uses


O (m + n + n + n)(m + n)ω−1 M0 (D/m)
operations in K. Since n + n ≤ m + n ≤ 3m, this yields the claimed cost bound.
5.5. Proof of Theorem 1.4
Algorithm 5 WeakPopovToPopov(A, s)
Input: a matrix A ∈ K[x]m×n , a shift s ∈ Zn such that A is in −s-weak Popov form.
Requirement: sπ ≥ δ, where (π, δ) is the −s-pivot profile of A.
Output: the −s-Popov form of A.
1: . Step 1: Find unimodular transformation and −δ-reduced form of A∗,π /
2: (π, δ) ← the −s-pivot profile of A
"
#
!
A∗,π
3: [U R] ∈ K[x]m×2m ← KnownDegreeKernelBasis
, (sπ − δ, δ)
−Im
4: . Step 2: Deduce −s-Popov form of A /
5: P ← zero matrix in K[x]m×n
6: P∗,π ← lm−δ (R)−1 R
7: P∗,{1,...,n}\π ← lm−δ (R)−1 U A∗,{1,...,n}\π
8: return P
For proving Theorem 1.4, we describe Algorithm WeakPopovToPopov (Algorithm 5) and we
focus on the square case, m = n. Then, by definition of the −s-weak Popov form, δ is the tuple
of degrees of the diagonal entries of A, and π = (1, . . . , m). Furthermore, in this case, sπ = s,
A∗,π = A, and P∗,π = P; in particular, we can discard the step at Line 7 since the submatrices it
involves are empty.
First note that the shift d = (sπ − δ, δ) = (s − δ, δ) used at Line 3 is nonnegative. Besides,
Lemma 5.1 shows that −d-reduced bases of K(F) have −d-row degree 0. Thus the requirements
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of Algorithm KnownDegreeKernelBasis are met, and Proposition 5.14 shows that the matrix
[U R] computed at Line 3 is a −d-weak Popov basis of K(F). Then, Corollary 5.2 shows that
the matrix P = P∗,π = lm−δ (R)−1 R computed at Line 6 is the −s-Popov form of A. This proves
that Algorithm 5 is correct.
Concerning the cost bound, we focus on the case |s| > 0. Indeed, since s ≥ δ ≥ 0, if |s| = 0,
then s = δ = 0. In this case, no computation needs to be done: the −s-Popov form of A is Im , the
unique matrix in Popov form whose pivot degree is 0.
The cost of Line 6 is that of multiplying lm−δ (R)−1 ∈ Km×m by R ∈ K[x]m×m , which has
column degree δ as explained in Section 5.1; this computation corresponds to the second item in
Theorem 1.4. This multiplication can be done by first performing a column linearization of R
into a m × (m + |δ|) matrix R over K, computing lm−δ (R)−1 R, and finally compressing the result
back into a polynomial matrix. This uses O(mω (1 + |δ|/m)) operations in K.
Concerning Line 3, we rely on Proposition 5.14. Here, the matrix we give as input to Algorithm KnownDegreeKernelBasis has dimensions 2m × m, hence the dimensions in Proposition 5.14 satisfy m ≤ 4m and n ≤ 2m (the latter bound comes from the proof of that proposition).
Then, Proposition 5.14 states that Line 3 costs:
• O(m2 ) operations in K, which is the third item in Theorem 1.4,
• one call to PM-Basis on a matrix of row dimension m + n ≤ 6m, column dimension
m + n ≤ 3m, and at order at most 2dD/(2m)e + 2, where D = max(|d|, |cdeg d (F)|, 1) and F
is the input matrix [AT − Im ]T .
Besides, Proposition 5.14 also implies that Line 3 uses O(mω M0 (D/m)) operations in K.
We are going to prove that D = |s|, which concludes the proof. Indeed, the previous paragraph
then directly gives the overall cost bound O(mω M0 (|s|/m)) in Theorem 1.4, and using
D
D

2
+2<2
+ 1 + 2 = |s|/m + 4,
2m
2m
the previous paragraph also gives the first item in that theorem.
To observe that D = |s|, we first use the definition of d to obtain |d| = |s − δ| + |δ| = |s|.
Since |s| ≥ 1, this gives D = max(|s|, |cdeg d (F)|). Now, cdeg d (F) is the entry-wise maximum of
cdeg s−δ (A) and cdegδ (−Im ) = δ. Since A is in −s-row reduced form with rdeg−s (A) = −s + δ,
Lemma 3.2 ensures that AT is in s − δ-reduced form with cdeg s−δ (A) = rdeg s−δ (AT ) = s. Then,
since s ≥ δ we obtain cdeg d (F) = s, and thus D = |s|. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
As for the rectangular case m < n, the correctness of Algorithm 5 follows from the above
proof in the square case, which shows that the algorithm correctly computes the −sπ -Popov form
P∗,π of A∗,π , and from [37, Lem. 5.1] concerning the computation of P∗,{1,...,n}\π and the fact that
lm−δ (R)−1 U is the unimodular matrix which transforms A into P. The cost bound can be derived
using the degree bounds on rectangular shifted Popov forms given in [5, 37] (we do not detail
this here since this would add technical material unrelated to the main results of this article).
Appendix A.
In this appendix, we give proofs for Remarks 5.6 and 5.10. We use notation from Section 5.2:
m×n
a shift s ∈ Zm
are given; K ∈ K[x]k×m is a
≥0 , an integer δ ∈ Z>0 , and a matrix F ∈ K[x]
k×m
basis of K(F); (α j , β j )1≤ j≤m and s ∈ Zm
are as described in Definition 5.3.
≥0 and K ∈ K[x]
Following the context of Remarks 5.6 and 5.10, we assume rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0, hence in particular
rdeg−s (K) = rdeg−s (K) (see Lemma 5.5). We start with the claims in Remark 5.6.
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Lemma A.1. Writing lm−s (K) = [L∗,1 · · · L∗,m ] ∈ Kk×m , we have
lm−s (K) = [ 0 · · · 0 L∗,1 · · · 0 · · · 0 L∗,m ] ∈ Kk×m .
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
α1

αm

If K is in −s-Popov form, then K is in −s-Popov form.
Proof. For given i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we rely on the definition of a leading matrix
(see Section 2.3): the entry (i, j) of lm−s (K) is the coefficient of degree di + s j of Ki, j , where
di = rdeg−s (Ki,∗ ) = rdeg−s (Ki,∗ ) ≥ 0. First consider the case j < {α1 + · · · + απ , 1 ≤ π ≤ m}.
Then the jth entry of s is s j = δ, and by definition of the output column partial linearization Ki, j
has degree less than δ, hence its coefficient of degree di + δ ≥ δ must be zero. This proves that
all columns of lm−s (K) with index not in {α1 + · · · + απ , 1 ≤ π ≤ m} are indeed zero. It remains
to prove that in the case j = α1 + · · · + απ for some 1 ≤ π ≤ m, then the entry (i, j) of lm−s (K)
is equal to Li,π . This holds, since in this case we have s j = βπ , and by construction of K the
coefficient of degree di + βπ of Ki, j is equal to the coefficient of degree di + (απ − 1)δ + βπ = di + sπ
of Ki,π , which itself is equal to Li,π by definition of a leading matrix.
Now assume K is in −s-Popov form. We have showed in Lemma 5.5 that K is in −s-weak
Popov form and that the row Ki,∗ has its −s-pivot at index α1 + · · · + απi where πi is the −s-pivot
index of Ki,∗ . By construction, the column K∗,α1 +···+απi is the part of nonnegative degree of the
column x−(απi −1)δ K∗,πi = x−sπi +βi K∗,πi . It follows first that the −s-pivot entry Ki,α1 +···+απi is monic
since it is a high degree part of the (monic) −s-pivot entry Ki,πi ; and second that Ki,α1 +···+απi has
degree strictly larger than all other entries in the column K∗,α1 +···+απi since Ki,πi has degree strictly
larger than all other entries in the column K∗,πi . Hence K is in −s-Popov form.
Now we prove the claims in Remark 5.10 concerning variants of Item (iv) of Lemma 5.9,
using further notation from Section 5.2: S is the basis of K(E) described in Lemma 5.8 and B =
[ KS ] ∈ K[x](k+m−m)×m is the basis of K(EF) given in Eq. (5). As above we assume rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0,
and therefore rdeg−s (B) = (rdeg−s (K), 0) as stated in Item (iv) of Lemma 5.9.
Lemma A.2. With the above notation and assumptions,
• If K is in −s-reduced form, then B is in −s-reduced form.
• If K is in −s-Popov form, then B is in −s-Popov form up to row permutation.
Proof. Suppose first that K is in −s-reduced form. We apply Lemma A.1:
lm−s (K) = [ 0 · · · 0 L∗,1 · · · 0 · · · 0 L∗,m ]
where lm−s (K) = [L∗,1 · · · L∗,m ] ∈ Kk×m . The latter matrix has full rank, since K is in
−s-reduced form. On the other hand, for matrices such as the diagonal blocks of S we have
 δ
 x

lm(−δ,...,−δ,−β) 


−1
..
.

..
x

.

δ
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..

.
1






0

for any integer β ≥ 1. As a result,






 1

"
# 

lm−s (K)
lm−s (B) =
= 
lm−s (S)









|
L∗,1
|
..

|
···

L∗,m
|

.
1
..

.
1

..

.
1





















has full rank as well, which means that B is in −s-reduced form.
Now, assume further that K is in −s-Popov form. Then Lemma A.1 states that K is in −sPopov form, and the above description of lm−s (B) shows that K and S have disjoint −s-pivot
indices, and that all their −s-pivots are monic. Hence B is in −s-unordered weak Popov form
with monic −s-pivots. It remains to show that each of these −s-pivots has degree strictly larger
than the other entries in the same column. Each row of the submatrix S of B has −s-pivot entry
xδ and the other entries in the same column of B are either −1, which has degree 0 < δ, or are in
a column of K whose index is not in {α1 + · · · + α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, which has degree less than δ by
definition of the column partial linearization. The jth row of the submatrix K of B has −s-pivot
index α1 + · · · + α j and strictly positive −s-pivot degree since rdeg−s (K) ≥ 0 and the entry of −s
at index α1 + · · · + α j is −β j < 0. This concludes the proof since the column S∗,α1 +···+α j has degree
0, and since K is in −s-Popov form.
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